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I. INTRODUCTION

Progleg

In recent years the citizens of Virginia have

experienced difficulty in financing the operations of

state and local governments. This situation has

developed as additional services have been demanded from

these governmental units by the public. As a direct

result, the cost of providing these services has risen;

and equally important from an indirect standpoint, the

entry of the federal government into direct competition

with state and local units has limited available sources

of income. While highly productive sources of revenue

such as progressive income taxes, corporate taxes,

excise taxes, and the like have been satisfactory in

providing the federal government with sufficient

operating funds, use of these same sources has proved

to be of limited value to lesser governmental units.

While the federal government may often explore new

avenues of tax revenue in the name of national welfare,

few states or localities have the necessary jurisdiction

to embark on such Yantures. Therefore, states and

localities for the most part must rely on traditional

tax revenues with which to finance their operations.
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These governments find themselves in the dilemma

of attempting to support increasingly expensive
operations with limited revenues gained primarily
from traditional sources. Because of these limitations

B
it becomes imperative that the best possible
utilization of existing revenue sources be made.
.Improvement in the existing tax structure should at
least help ensure against possible future deficiencies

B
in revenue income.

One of the few remaining areas completely reserved

. as a source of local revenue is the taxation of real
estate. While this is one of the oldest of all taxes
levied in Virginia, it remains today the largest single

source of revenuel. Since it is by nature difficult
‘

to administer, the real property tax in recent years

has fallen prey to a great deal of criticism by tax

experts and the public in general. Much of this

criticism, however, has been overcome in Virginia

through the media of legislative reform.

l. Virginia, Department of Taxation, %%g%äg_äggIä%§f„< a c on , ),
pp. 54·57.
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While great progress has been made in the

improvement of the assessment of ordinary real
property for tax purposes, there remains a large
segment of property, the taxation ef which is still
hampered because of its technical nature. This class
of property consiste of the mineral lande and

minerals of the Commonwealth. ‘

The separation of mineral lande from surface

lande on the tax books of Virginia has been
practiced for more than 100 yearez; however, little
has been done to ensure the proper technical
appraieal of the value of euch lande. The

8

responsibility for the appraieal of mlneral lande
has been placed in the hands of county commiseioners
of the revenue, without provision for assistance by
teehnically qualified experts in the mineral field.

The failure to make provision for expert assistance in
determining the axteut and value of mineral property,

which at best is an extremely technical task, gives
rise to a question regarding the aceuracy with ‘

V 2. p. 8.
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which mineral properties are assessed. Thus, lack of

knowledge concerning appraisal accuracy places in doubt

the equity with which mineral property is assessed and

contributes to the total taxation burden in Virginia.

issues:
The purpose of this study was to answer the

questions raised above concerning the accuracy with

which mineral property is assessed and how equitably

these assessments share in the over•a1l taxation burden.

To provide an insight into this problem it was

undertaken (1) to trace the historical development

of the taxation of minerel property in Virginia,
(2) to determine what assessment procedures are

currently utilised within the state, (3) to analyse

the present system in terms of the valuation of such

property and the tax revenue produced therefrom, and

the extent to which the taxes contribute to the over•all

revenue structure of Virginia, and (A) to compare the

procedures utilised in Virginia with mineral tax systems

utilised in other states. It was not the purpose of

this study to develop a radically new concept in regard

to the taxation of mineral property in Virginia, but
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rather to present an accurate appraisal of the existing

situation and draw logical conclueions therefrom Also, g
an effort was made to point out areas in which

refinements should be made in order to improve the

equity with which the tax is administered in Virginia.
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II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF MINERAL

PROPERTY TAXATIOH

In order to gain a thorough understanding of the

system of mineral assessment presently employed in

Virginia it was necessary to trace the development of

the system from an historical point of view. The

purpose of such an undertaking was not only to bring

to light factual information, but also to provide some

insight into the philosophy with which the system itself

was framed.
The method selected for making the historical

study was concentrated research into pertinent legal

documents affecting mineral assessment. To ensure a

complete and accurate study the historical

investigation was begun with the year 1619 as that

year marked the beginning of representative

government in Virginia. The year 1958 was selected

as the final year for the study as it was the latest

year for which complete information was available.

However, 1860 was selected as the earliest year to be

included in this presentation as it marks the
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beginning of special assessment of mineral property

within the Commonwealth.

For conveuience the study was divided into two

historical periods, each representing a logical

historical division with characteristics somewhat

dissimilar from the other.
The period, 1860 to 1919, was the early period in

which the first direct legislation concerning mineral

assessment was passed. This period included the Act

of December 10, 1903, upon which all later mineral

assessment legislation has been based. The section

ended with the adoption of the Code of 1919.

The period, 1919 to 1958, marked the rise of the

present system of mineral assessment. It began with

the numerous acts that followed the Code of 1919 and

ended with the most recent mineral assessment

legislation which was passed in 1950.
Within each d1v1s1¤n an effort was made to

present the development of significant legislation in

I chronological order, but in several instances one act

precedes anether of an earlier date. This was done in

order to show continuous relationships and such

deviations were kept to a minimum. The codes of
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Virginia were used as histcric benchmarks and other
(

references were made relative to them. Thus, the
provlsions found in the various codes relative to
mineral assessment were stated fully, and acts of the

General Assembly were stated in some detail for the
same reason. References to legal cases having a
bearing on the code were held until after the
discussion of the provisions to which they were
related. This was done in order to prevent their
becoming confused with legislative references.

Phggg 1, l§60·l2lQ

The year 1860 marked the beginning of the

developent of a special mineral property assessment
procedure in Virginia. On February 29 of that year an

act entitled, ”An act authorising and requiring
commissioners of the revenue to apportion the
assessment of lande between owners of the surface and

of minerals under the surface when held in fee by
different persons”1 was passed by the GeneralAssembly.This

measure provided that in all cases in which the

l. Virginia, r qf · gg; +««.«„ ;~¢;«•,· er ;
State of Vigglngg (Richmond, 1860), pp. l78~79.
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surface land was held by one person and the minerals
under the surface were held by another, the
commissioner of the revenue of the county in whichH
such titles were held be required to determine the
,re1ative value of each share and assess each owner
with the value of his respective interest. The total
amount of such separate assessments was prohibited
from exceeding the original amount of the combined
assessment, and aggrieved persons were given the same

8

remedy as that given to owners of ordinary real
estate. The inclusion of recognitlon of the separate
nature and values of surface land and minerals in the
assessment procedure subjected mineral holdings to
direct ad valorem taxation for the first time in
Virginia history.

During the period immediately following the
year 1860 Virginia adhered tc the Gonstitution of the
Gonfederate States of Americaz, adopted Maren 11, 1861.
The Constitution provided that representation and 9
direct taxes were to be apportioned among the several
states of the Confederacy according to their respective

2. Virginia, Acts of the G:_e = A gem-- · 1 3.;.-
g;;_;;g;g;g c·~on·, 1-- , pp. -1 .

(A
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populations. The Confederate Congress was given power
under Section 8 of the Constitution to ”lay and collect

taxes, duties, imports, and excise, for revenue
6

necessary to pay the debts, provide for common defense,
and carry on the government of the Confederate

States"3. The Constitution did not provide for any
direct levies on real estate or minerals, and made no
provision for altering the internal revenue systems of

the various states. Thue, Virginia maintained its

system of taxation intact during the Gonfederate

period.
A new Virginia constitution was adopted en

July 6, 1869h. This document contained a number ot
detailed provisions relating to the taxation ot real

property. The Constitution provided for the division

of each county into a minimum of three townshipe. A

new legislative and administrative unit known as the

county board of supervisors was provided for and its

membership was to be composed of one commissioner freu

each township. The annual election of assessors and

3. Virginia, 1 „: · 1: G=•; : *-s1¤· · ¤ e- S e „
gg;!;gg;g;g (Richmond, 1862), p. 6.

L. Vlräiuiä, 2 e' ·> ‘ ;
a£...imialaA
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collectors for the individual townships was also

povided for, and the board of supervisors met annually

to fix county levies.
Article 10 of the Oonstitution of 18695 provided

for equal and uniform taxation whether imposed by

state, county, or corporate bodies on real and

personal property. Such taxes were to be levied in

proportion to value as ascertained by law. Real

estate appraisals were to be made each fifth year and

lan was not to be assessed above or below its value.

No further reference of interest concerning

mineral property assessment gas found until 1882. On

April 21 of that year an act was passed which provided

that in cases where the surface of the land was held —

by one person and the minerals, mineral water, er oil

under the surface was held in fee simple by another

person, the commiesioner of the revenue was to

determine the relative value of each and assess the

respective owners with the valuation of their

respective interest. If the surface of the land and

5. Virginia,g;_1;;g;g;g (Richmond, 1870), pp. 626-27.

6. Virginia, ;s~« ¤¢• „q • h>~·.g ••: f„». • ·P ~.
te.- : ä++a«» · - : « ; ‘ichmond, l;=2 ,
pp. 3¢0·91.
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the minerals were owned by the same person, the

comissioner was to ascertain the value of the land

inclusive of th minerals and assess the same et the

appraised value. The commissioner was to make

assessments on mineral property according to_the

procedures set down for the assessment of ordinary real

estate. The act also provided for the commissioner of

the revenue to assess the value of machinery and other

fixtures to real estate used in minlng, manufacturing,

and other establishments, and after ascertaining the

value of all such property to include the aggregate

value thereof as improvements on real estate in making

the assessmnt. In cases where the machinery and
fixtures were owned by one person and the real estate

was owned by another, the machinery and fixtures were

assessed as personal property and the real estate
‘

assessed in the ordinary manner.

The Act of 1882 differs from previous legislation

dealing with mineral assessment in that it brought

machinery and fixtures utilized in mining operations

under direct assessment. This represents the
ß

recognition of a third element in mineral property

assessment. Previously, the surface of the land and
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the mineral deposits were considered as separate parts

of mineral holdings but with the passage of the Act

of 1882 machinery and fixtures were also recognized

and made a subject of the ad valorem levies applicable
to mineral lands.

The Code of 1887 contained the first direct

reference to mineral land assessment to appear in an

official Virginia code. Section L72 of the Code

of 18877 contained provisions for the separate listing

ef surface lande and mineral holdings when held by

different persons, and inclusive listings when such

property was held by the same person. Assessment was

accomplished according to the provisions applicable

to ordinary real estate as contained in Sections L37

through LR7 of tho Code of 18878, These sectiehs

provided for the appointment of an assessor to work

in conjunction with each commissioner of the revenue

beginning in 180, and every fifth year thereafter the

aesessor was to assess at cash value all lande

together with improvements thereon. Taxes were

7. Virginia, The Code gf Vifgigäg (Richmond, 1887),
p. 176.

8. _1§_h_§,g1_., pp. 167•69.
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extended on the basis of these values. Procedure: for

correction of erroneous assessment were provided for

and euch actions were to be heard in the local court of

jurisdiction. Section AB5 of the Code of 18879 pp¤y1d·d

for the addition ef the value of machinery and fixturee

to the value of the land when used for manufacturing,
mining, and similar activities, and owned by the same

person. When owned separately, the machinery and

fixtures were assessed as personal property.

It is evident from examination of the Code of 1887

that provisions contained therein for the assessment of

mineral lands, and machinery and fixturee, amounted to

a restatement of the legislation passed in 1882,

referred to abovelo,

A new constitution was put into effect July 1,'

1902. The purpose of this Constitution was to remve °

some of the objectionable features of the Censtitution

of 1869. Of direct bearing on mineral assessment was

Section 172 of the Constitution of 190211. This

9. Virginia, Tgg Cgde gg Vgrgigig (Richmond, 1887),
p. 179.

10. ‘§gp;3, p. ll.
11. Virginia, en. J » ie;-• ••; „~· ·

=·¤=‘ .<.a—¤.a.a-·;. v„ .•.e ¢.. 8 linie;
Richmond, 102 , p. L2.
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section stated that the General Assembly was to provide

for the special and separate assessment of all coal and

other mineral lands. Until the time that such spciel

assessment could be mde these lande were to be assessed

under existing laws. Thus, the recognition of the

special nature of mineral lande and the need for their

separate assessment was included within a Virginia

constitntion for the first time. Several provisions

of interest concerning taxation were included in the

Constitution of 1902. The general assessment of real
property was to take place every five years and state,

local, and municipal levies were required to be uniform

on all classes of property. Under the constitution

real estate was to be assessed at its fair market value.

The General Assembly was authorised to eegregate

property so as to determine on what subjects state and
0

on what subjects local taxes were to be levied. The
Constitution of 1902 also provided for the taxation of
corporate-owned capital equipment, real estate, and

personal property by the State Corporation Commission.

Following adoption of the Constitution of 1902 the

next major legislation concerning mineral assessment was

passed December 10, 1903. This act, entitled “An act to

amend and reenact Chapter 23 of the Code of Virginia in
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relation to the assessment of lande and lots, and their

subsequent assessment•.."l2, made provision for the

commiseioner of the revenue to specially and separately

. assess at the fair market value all mineral lande, and
the imprcvements, fixtures, and maehinery thereon.

This measure also called for the separate listing of

(1) mineral land ”under deve1opent,"
(2) improvements, fixtures, and machinery thereon,

and (3) mineral land "not under deve1opment.” When

title to the surface and the minerals were held by

different persons, the relative interests of each were

tolae determined and listed separately. When such

titles were held by the same person, the relative

value of each was to be determined and also listed

separately. Under this act the commissioner of the
I

revenue was required to submit a copy of assessments

on mineral property to the State Corporation Comissionf

to be used for the purpose of review by that agency. (

The State Corporation Commission was required to bring

legal action for correction of any unjust assessments,

12. Virginia, A„ts and •int R;ag„„ _•,s Pa„;:d ·· Q:
eneral ee ;4< S e •_ ;I5e
Richmond, 1902 , pp. ·lO—1&.
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owners to initiate court action for correction of

erroneous aseessmente. In making its findings as to
just or unjust assesemente, the State
CorporationCommissionwas given authority to make examination of

mineral lande and records as it felt necessary. The

above provisions were collectively referred to as

Section h37a of the Code of 1887. The Act of

December 10, 1903, amended an earlier act passed the

same year. This act, entitled "An act to provide Bor

the special and separate assessment of taxes on mineral
lande and on the improvements, fixtures, and machinery

2 thereon”13 was approved on May 13, 1903. It contained
1a procedure for the separate assessment of mineral

lande, and the improvements, fixtures, and mechinery
thereon, which was identical to that contained in the

Act of December 10, 1903, except that a provision wasJ
made for an inclusive listing when the surface of the

= land and the_m1nerals were owned by the same person.

The Act of May 13, 103, repealed all previous acts

13. Virginia, ‘ 2 a d J•„,_ Reei1„ e;; ‘;«=:e •·
‘ "„Q_·§.2{_ "*·f‘° •:_ __! Q E :1 * . E E Ä

(Richmond, 1902), PP. 320·2l.
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I

that were in conflict with its provisions, Both acts
were in force at the same time and remained so until
the passage of an act on December 15, 1903lk, which
repealed the Act of May 13, 1903. An additional act
was passed on December 10, 190315 which repealed
Section L72 of the Code of 1887, discussed previeuslylé,8
The combined effect of the measures mentioned above was
to implement provisions of the Constitution of 1902
relating to mineral assessment. The principle of
separate listing was expanded by these measures and
separate categories were established for listing the
different types of mineral property for assessment.(
The entry of the State Corporation Commission into the

assessment procedure marked a significant departure

from total reliance on local officials in the
assessment of mineral property.

‘
There was some confusion concerning thef

legislation referred to above. The acts were attempts

to put into effect the many changes in governmental

lk. Virginia, Agts and Joint Resglgtiohs Pagsed bg th;p Central gghghblg gf the State of Vgrgthig
(Richmond, 1902), p. 701.

15. lhtg., pp. 6h}-51.
16- äuaäe. 16- 12.
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functions provided for by the Constitution of 1902.

The Act of December 10, 1903, however, remaine the

basic legislation from which later mineral assessment
procedures have evolved. Therefore, in order to
reduce needless repetition the discussion of

legislation that follows will bs based on changes
made in the assessment provisions of the Act of

December 10, 1903.
The next legislation mentioning the system of

mineral assessment was passed on February 21, 190617,

This measure provided for the amendment and
reenactment of Section h37a of the Code of Virginia

of 1887. The amendment of the section was concerned
A with providing for the special and separate

assessment of standing, merchantable timber in
addition to minerals. All other major provisions
regarding mineral assessments remained in force under

this act. 7 ·

Another act providing for the reenactment of

Section k37a of the Code of 1887 was passed on

March 17, 190618. All major provisions concerning

6
17. Virginia, *.ts and Jo_J„ R«;« „ i•,= Pqsseq g ,„

State of V;rg1n;g Richmond, 190o , pp. 3:-aO. _

18. ;g;g•, PP. 55ß·59. h
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mineral assessment were again continued in force. The
act, however, contained an additional provision of some

importance. The assessment of coal and other mineral
lande was the personal responsibility of the commissioner
of the revenue and this responsibility was not allowed

to be delegated to any other county official.
(

On March 12, 1908, another actlg amending

Section h37a of the Code of Virginia of 1887 was passed.

This legislation also provided for the continuation of

all major provisions regarding mineral assessment.
An additional enactmentzo of Section 327a of the

Code of 1887 occurred February 19, 1910, requiring the
commissioner of the revenue in years other than those

in which the general reassessment of land took place,
8 to specially and separately assess at a fair market

value mineral lande and improvements, fixtures, and

machinery thereon. A change was also made in the role

of the State Corporation Comission in mineral

19. Virginia, ‘ te an- Je 8 Rene,. ·ee ‘ne8,e. e -· ee
aee=,e. ·eeeee. ee .e
S(Richmond,190=), pp. 331-33.

20. Virginia, · t =ee ,• e ’e+·„„ ....eee •‘ e» teee,n
8 Ahseghly of the Statg gf Vtgginta (Richmond, 1910),PP• 52·5l•.
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assessment. The commission was empowered by this act
to hire persons to assist commissioners of the revenue

in assessing mineral properties. (These persons, known
as special assessors, were to work together with the
commissioner of the revenue in determining the value
of the property under assessment consideration. The
information thus gained was to be made available to
the State Corporation Commission, and in the event of.
erroneous assessment by the commissioner of the revenue,
the Commission was to bring action for correction. The '

correction procedure provided for under this act marked
an expansion of the role played by the State
Corporation Commission in mineral assessment. Aside
from the exceptions reviewed above, the major_mineral
assessment procedures remained unchanged with the
passage of the Act of February 19, 1910.

I 9

Another mineral assessment actzl was passed on
March 7, 1912. This measure provided for several
changes in the assessment procedure. The most °

significant of these changes concerned the duties of
the special assessors hired by the State Corporation

21• Virsirüe,
:„ •, ge S •„ V._e ,2+

(Richmond, 1912), pp. 162-65.
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Ccmmission to assist commissioners of the revenue in

making the yearly assessment of mineral preperties•

lAfter the examination of all pertinent information by
I

the commissioner and the special assessor, a joint

assessment of mineral properties was to be made. In ‘

cases where conflict arose between the commissioner of

the revenue and the special assessor, both parties were

given the right to apply to the court

havingjurisdictionover the land to resolve these

y differences. The right of the State Corporation

Commission or the individual owner to bring action

for cerrection of unjust or erreneous asseesments that

was provided for under previous legislation, was not

disturbed by this provision. The right of appeal to a

higher court was also provided for, and the special

Tassessor was required to assist in the prosecution or

.d•fense of applications for correction. The State

Corporation Commission was empowered to summon

witnesses and acquire all necessary infermation for .

use by the Commission, special assessors, or the

commissioner of the revenue in considering thne

propriety of assessments of mineral property.
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The significance of this measure lies principally
in the provision for mandatory joint assessment ot
mineral properties by the commissioner of the revenue”
and the special assessor. Prior to this act, under the
provisions ot the Act of 1910, discussed previouslyzz,

the commissioner and the special assessor merely worked
together in examining available information relative to
the assessment of mineral property; but the commissioner
of the revenue was not bound to utilize the results of
such examinations. Thus, the State Corporation g
Commission was given a larger share of the

I

responsibility for making mineral property
assessments than was previously the case.

An important act affecting mineral assessment
entitled ”An act to segregate, for the purpose of
taxation, pursuant to Section 169 of the Constitution
of Virginia, the several kinds and classes of property
so as to specify and determine upon what subjects state e

taxes, and upon what subjects local taxes, may be
levied, ...”23 was passed February 16, 1915. This

I

A 22. ägpgg, p. 20.
23. Virginia, f r+ ege .e e rR<a• r ee: •r „·e leere1915) .

pp. 8h·86.
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measure provided that all real estate and taxable

tangible personal property, and persenal property of

public service corperations (except railroad rolling

stock) was to be segregated and subjected to local

taxation only. Reserved for state taxation were

insurance taxes and licenses on insurance companies,

taxable intangible personal property, rolling stock

of steam railroads, and all classes of property not

otherwise enumerated. The value of all real property

was to be determined, and taxes extended on such values

in the manner prescribed by law. Under operation of

this act ordinary real estate and mineral lande

continued to be subjects of local taxation.
In the years fellowing the passage of the

Constitution of 1902 a great deal of confusion aroee

concerning the laws in force and the General Assembly

made an effort to clarify the situation by providing

a revision cf the laws which was published as the Cede

of 1919. This code contained several references having

a bearing on mineral assessment.

Section 2233 of the code of Virginia of 19192k

provided for the appointment and the duties of real

,2L. Virginia, §g%g_g§_!;;g;g;g (Richmond, 1919),
Vol. I, pp. 39-LO.
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estate assessors. This section also provided that
coal and mineral lande were to be epecially exempt
from the assessment procedures applicable to ordinary
real estate. V 6

Section 223k of the Code of Virginia of 191925 ‘

provided that the several commissioners of the revenue ‘
specially and separately assess at a fair market value
all mineral lands, improvements, fixtures, and

A

machinery thereon. The commissioners were also ‘

required to enter these items on the land books of »
their respective districte separately from other lande,
and extend taxes on these properties at the rates fixed,
by law on real property. This provision, however, did
not eliminate the State Corporation Commission from
direct participation in the mineral assessment

‘

procedure. — ‘

~ Section 2238 of the Code of Virginia of 191926

provided for the employment of technically qualified
persons, known as mineral assessors, by the State
Corporation Commission. These assessors were to make
inquiry along with the comissioner of the revenue into

25. Virginia, Cgdg gg Vigggngg (Richmond, 1919),
Vol. I, pp. 8),04,1.

26. 1b1a., P. 8h3.
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the value of mineral property, and to examine all

property interest: that were required to be separately
assessed. The mineral assessors and the commissioner
of the revenue were to confer together on auch
assessments, and to cooperate in processing assessment
data. A11 data were then forwarded to the State

Corporation Commission. Th assessment of mineral
property was made Jointly by the commissioner of the
revenue and the mineral assessor, and any disagreement
between these two parties was to be settled in the 7
circuit court havingJurisdiction.Section

2239 of the Code of Virginia of 191927
required mineral assessors to aid in the prosecution or
defense of applications for correction of erroneous
assessments when called upon to do so. Also, the
State Corporation Commission was given power to eummon

and compel witnesses to testify and to obtain
information necessary in determining the Justice with

which mineral assessmente were made.
Section 2235 of the Code of Virginia of 191928

outlined procedures to be followed when mineral and

27. Virginia, Qg§g_g§_Z;;g;p;g (Richmond, 1919),
Vol. I, pp. h3·hh. t

28. §_§_1._Q., p. 841.
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surface holdings were held by different persons. This

section required the commissioner of the revenue to

determine the respective intereets of the persons

involved when the surface was held by one person and

the coal, iron, and other minerals, mineral watere, gas,

or oil under the surface was held by another. These

separate interests were then listed and asseesed

separately. It is interesting to note, here, that the

aggrievsd person in bringing such an action for

correction of erroneous assessment was made vulnerable

to the possibility of having assessments raised on the

land in question and any additional land owned by the

person and located in the same county.

Thus, the procedures for the assessment of

mineral lande, improvements, flxtures, and machinery

contained in Sections 223A to 2239 represented the

basic provisions affecting minersl assessment in the

Code of 1919. The original legislation upon which

these provisions are based is contained in the Act of

December 10, 190329, and the Act of March 7, 191230,

discussed earlier.

29- äaeae. P- 15-
30. §_gg_x3, p. 21.
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To complete the examination of the Code of 1919
and to clarlfy its various provisions, it was felt that

an examination of the legalzactions cited therein
relative to mineral assessment was in order. A short

, review of these actions and references to the sections

of the Code of 1919 to which they relate follows.
In regard to Section 223L of the Code of 1919, it

was held in the case of Interstate Coal Company versus

Commonwealthßl, that in the process of determining the
quantity of mineral land improved and under development,
the entire body of land which was underlaid with coal
upon which mines had been opened and were in operation,)

was to be assessed under this section, and not only the
land deprived of its coal before the next assessment.

It was also held that the number of coke ovene in “

operation on the land might be used as an index for
assessment purposes, and the value of land deprived of

its minerals was to be deducted from the next,
assessment. The words improved and under development
were defined as meaning opened up mine enerige and butt
entries extending into solid coal, that rendered the

31. Virginia, Cgdg of Vigggnga (Richmond, 1919),
, Vol. I, lp. 8LO.
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land accessible for practical mining. The decisions
relating to Section 223u of the Code of 1919 were of
special interest because they spelled out in detail the
intent of the mineral assessment provisions contained
therein. The finding that all coal underlying an
improved tract was to be considered as improved because

of its accessibility, even though it was not mined in e
given year, is a basic definition pertaining to mineral
property assessment. W

.1

The provisions contained in Section 2235 regarding

limiting the assessment of the surface of mineral lande
to the amount of the assessment made at the previous

general assessment was inserted in order to obviate *

a constitutional question. Under Section 171 of the

Constitution of 1902, real estate was to be assessed
every five years. Mineral lands, however, were exempt
under Section 172 of the Constitution of 1902 from
assessment as ordinary real estate. Thus, the
provision limiting the yearly assessment of the
surface of mineral lands was included in Section 2235
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to eliminate a possible conflict over which

constitutional provision applied to such propertyßz,

The provisions of Section 2235 requiring the

separate listing of surface land and mineral rights

therein when held by the same or different persons was

interpreted in the case of Tiller versus Excelsior Goal

Company}; in auch a manner that the two hsldings were

lconsidered to be separate and distinct subjects of ,
taxation.

This discussion of legal cases relative to

mineral assessment provides some insight into legal
)

philosophy concerning the application of mineral

assessment provisions. Thus, these definitions and

precedents are not confined to the Code of 1919 but

also apply to later mineral assessment provisions.

32. Virginia, „;;;; ‘;„. _;• ; pl; Swee;n; C•._ •M
Apgealg og Virggnig (Richmond, 1910), Vol. GX,

app 506-508.
33. ;g;g., pp. 15l•l55.
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Pgggg 2, 19lQ·l2§8

The period following 1919 saw the adoption of a

number of significant changes in the procedures for
assessment of mineral property. The changes eombined
to bring about the development of the assessment system
in use at the present time. This phase of the
historical study provides an account of the development
of that system.

The first measure directly affecting the assessment
of mineral lands following the Code of 1919 was passed
on February 21, 1928. It was entitled, “An act to
revise, simplify, arrange, and consolidate into one °

act the general tax and revenue statutes of the

Commonwealth, which shall constitute and be designated
and cited as 'The Tax Code of Virginia'”3b, Thig

assembling of all tax laws into the Tax Code of Virginia
represented a marked improvement over previous methods
of organizing Virginia taxation procedures. Section
275 of the Tax Code of Virginia35 provided for the

3h. Virginia, *,„s =•d J• 4 Ä= sr. 1•;; • 4a e =r;g,4 e 1 . + , „ Richm0n·, 1°2& ,
PP• 35-252.

35. Ibid., pp. l76·77•
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special and separate assessment of mineral land and

improvements thereon. This measure incorporated the

important features of the Code of 1919 and provided

for: special and separate assessment, at the faird

market value, of mineral lande, improvements,

fixtures, and machinery thereon; and separate listing

of the shares of surface land and minerals whether held
by one or several persons.

Notably lacking from this measure, however, was

any requirement for the State Corporation Commission

to play a part in the assessment of mineral property-

The provision for a joint assessment to be made by the

local commissioner of the revenue and the special

mineral asseesor employed by the State Corporation

Commission, that had been in effect since the adoption

of the Act of March 7, 191236, was thus repealed. Also

repealed was the requirement for submission of a report

of all mineral assessments to the State Corporation

Commission for examination, which had been in effect
since the enactment of the Act of December 10, 190337.
No special provision for the correction of erroneous36- §¤.12.¤:a. p-16.37-

_$_g_p_r_g, p- 21.
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assessments of mineral property was contained in
Section 275 of the Act of l928.” The removal cf the

State Corporation Commission and its expert special

assessors from the assessment procedure again placed

the responsibility for mineral property assessment
solely upon the commissioner of the revenne. (

Section 275 of the Tax Code was amended and ,
reenacted by an act passed March 25, 193038. This

measure reenacted all of the original provisions for

special and separate assessment except for the provision

_ that mineral assessments were not tc exceed the amount p
of the last general assessment made on the same land.

The act removed this limitation and by so doing gave

the commissioner of the revenue e free hand in assessing

mineralproperty.(

Another act, entitled
”An act to amend°and rsenact

Section 275 of the 'Tax Code of Virginial as”heretofore

amended relating to the assessment of mineral lands"39

was passed by uns General Assembly on March 15, 19hk.

38. Virginia, Ac s oe the General Asp g-N e' ge Sea z
gg Virgingg Richmond, 1930 , pp. 9?9~7=.

39. Virginia, At -. = ·
(

Coggonwealth of Virggnga (Richmond, l9h&).t

PP- 333·35- —
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There were several additione to the basic mineral
assessment legislation under this act. The
eommiesioners of the revenue were required to forward

I
a copy of the mineral assessments and the amount of .
taxes levied thereon within each county to the board
of eupervisors of the county. The Justice with which J
the asseesments were made was to be examined by the
board and if it determined that any of the assessmente v
were out of line with asseesmente against other county
real estate, it was authorized to direct the attorney
for the Commonwealth to apply for correction of the
aseessments to the circuit court having Jurisdiction•
The act also provided preceduree to be followed by
owners in eeeking correction of erroneous assessments•
In such cases the circuit Judge was empowered to
correct any inJustices by increaeing or decreasing
the asseesments in queetion• .

These additions to the basic mineral assessment
procedure created a locally initiated procedure for “

T the correction of erroneous aseessments. The board
of eupervisors and the owners of mineral lande were
given equal recouree to the circuit court of
Jurisdiction to have erroneous assessments remedied.
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This, in effect, gave the powers once held by the State
Corporation Commission for review and initiation of
action in cases of this type to the county board of
supervisors. ·

The next codification of Virginia law was put

into effect with the adoption of the Code of 1950.
The provisions relating to mineral assessment contained
in this code were found in Sections

58·77&“°
and.

58-775ßl. Section 58~77& entitled, "Mineral lande to

be specially and separately assessed,” provided that
(

once a year the several commissioners of the revenue
were to specially and separately assess all mineral
lands and the improvements thereon at fair market

1

value, and enter the assessments on the land books of
their counties separately from other lande. The

comissioners of the revenue were to set forth on
the land books: (1)) the area and fair market value

of such portion of each tract of land as was improved

and under development, (2) the fair market value of

the improvements upon each tract, and (3) the area

LO. Virginia, Cgdg of Vgggggga, IQQQ (Charlottesville,
l9h9), Vol. VIII, pp. 5h8·h9.

1+1. ggg., PP. 51+9-50.
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and fair market value of the portion of each tract not
under development. When the surface of the land was
held by one person and the coal, iron, and qther
minerale, mineral waters, gas, or oil under the surface
were held by another person, the estate therein of each
and the relatlve fair market value of their respective
interests were to be ascertained and listed separately.
When the surface and the minerals were owned by the
same person, the commissioner of the revenue was also

n to ascertain the fair market value of the surface of
the land and the minerals separately, and these values
were to be utilized as the basis for ad valorem
assessment. Thue, Section 58—77u contained the basic
provisions that were originally brought into effect by
the Act of December 10, 1903hz, and contained in
Section 223L and Section 2235 of the Code of 1919kB.

The Code of 1950 listed a number of legal citations

relative to Section 58·77k which, with one exception,
were discussed earlier in connection with the Code

h2. ägggg, p. 15.
h3• ägggg, p. 25•
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of 1919hh. In the exceptional case, that of
Alexander versus Commonwealthhß, it was held that the
special and separate assessment cf coal and other
mineral lande was made under Section 172 of the
Constitution of 1902 and not under Section 171. This
decision cleared up any doubt as to the constituticnal
basis for mineral assessment legislation. This case,
together with those discussed earlier in connection
with the Code of 1919, are still applicable to the
mineral assessment provieions contained in the Code
of 1950.

Section 58·775 of the Code of 1950 concerned
procedures for the review of mineral assessments made
by the commiesioner of the revenue. The section
provided that each year the commissioner ef the
revenue was to certify to the board of supervisors or
other governing body of his county a report of the
aseessments made on mineral lande. This report was A
to include the name and address of the owners of suchA
property and the amount of tax levied thereon. The

1+1+. §_gg_x;a_, p. 28.,
L5. Virginia, „;«;, De d:• „; ;= C·.„e

·Aggggls of Vgrggngg (Richmond, 192b),
Vol. CXXXVII, pp. k77-88.
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board of supervisors was responsible for examining

into the Justice of such assessments and if it
1

appeared that the assessment on any tract or

improvements thereon was out of line with assessments
1

against other real estate in the county, the board
of supervisors was to instruct the Commonwealth's
attorney to bring an action in the name of the board
of supervisors for correction. Aggrieved owners Y
were also reserved the right to initiate action
for correction of erroneous assessmentsuö. 1The
legislative basis for these procedures was contained

in the Act of March 15, 19hh&7. Thus, the Code of
1950 continued the reliance on locally initiated
procedures for correctingeerroneoustmineral V

1
assessments. V 1 -1 11

An act amending the mineral assessment
1

provisions of the Code of 1950 was passed on April 8,

1950. This measure was entitled *An act to amend1
the Code of 1950 by adding two sections, numbered s

58-77h.l and 58—77h.2 which sections relate to the

A6. Virginia, (Charlottesville,
19k9), Vol. I , pp. 0 5.A V#+7. §.u2:a. p- 33. 1 ig
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review of erroneous assessments of mineral lands by
the Department of Taxation,,,"“8, Section 58-77h,l
of the Act of April 8, 1950, provided that any person,
firm, or corporation aggrieved by an assessment made
under Section 58~77A of the Code of 1950 might apply to
the proper court wherein the land was situated, for
correction within the time limits set for correction
of erroneous assessment of ordinary real estate, The
proceedings on such applications were to be the same
as on applications for correction of assessments on
real estate generally provided for under Sections
58•1lh1 through 58-1159 of the Code of 1950b9, In _

such cases the burden of proof was placed on the

taxpayer to show that the property in question was
assessed at more than its market value or that the
assessment was not uniform in its application,

Section 58-77h,2 of the Act of 1950 added a

p new facet to the mineral assessment procedure, It
provided that in any year in which there was to be a

A8, Virginia, * ; -•• • • R;—• •,: •‘ „ g•. ee ve 2
Richmond, 1950 , pp, l2•9—70,

L9, Vir inia, G d o V a (ßharlottesville,
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general reassessment of real estate in any locality,
the Department of Taxation was to make an appraisal
of mineral lands if the Department did not have
available sufficient information concerning the value ‘
of such property. This provision was also applicable
to localities in which a general reassesement of real
estate under the requirements of law would normally take
place, encept that all real estate located therein was
classified as mineral land. After completing this

ß appraisal the Department was to make available to theT
local governing body a copy of the appraisal which was

~—to be used at the discretion of that body. The values
arrived at by the Department of Taxation were to be
used by the Department, together with estimated true
value of other taxable property, in determining the
eligibility of the locality to share in any state
equalization funds. After receiving the appraisal
made by the Department ef Taxation the county was to
inform the Department of any incorrect valuations.
After consultation between the Department and the

4

local governing body concerned, the Department of
Taxation was given the authority to adjust thev

.„
appraisal values to the proper figure. If the
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Department of Taxation and the local governing body

7 were unable to agree, the appraisal data were then

submitted to a special committee appointed by the
governor for arbitration.

The Act of April 8, 1950 replaced the procedure

for review of erroneous assessments contained in
Section 58-775 of the Code of 195050. Section 58-775
empowered the county board of supervisors to initiate
action for correction of erroneous assessments, but
under the Act of 1950 all correction procedures were ’

required to be initlated by the owners of mineral
property. Thus, the Act of 1950 made mineral property
subject to the same procedure for correction of

erroneous assessments as was available to the owners
of ordinary real estate. This change in procedure

replaced the special system for correction of

erroneous assessment on mineral property that had

been in effect since the passage of the Act of 19Ah,
discussed earliersl.

50• §.¤2£e• p· 33. S

51- §.L=.Q..¢;e• p. 37.
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The Act of 1950 also represented a reversal of
the policy of eliminating state agencies from the
mineral assessment procedure which had been in effect
since the passage of the Act of 192852 which removed
the State Corporation Commission from the assessment
procedure. The Act of 1950 made provision for the

I possible entry of the Department of Taxation into the
mineral assessment procedure by empowering the
Department to make a social appraisal ofmineralproperty

in order to determine an equitable basis upon
which to distribute equalization funds. While these
appraisals were not binding on the localities they
were made available to local officials for possible use
in mineral assessment. It should be noted, however,
that interviews with commissioners of the revenue53 and

correspondence with the Department of Taxationßh
revealed that as of the summer of 1959 no appraisals
have been made by the Department of Taxation under

52·« äsem. p. 21.
53• l.¤.*l§ä» p. A9.
5A. Personal Communication from F. C. Forberg,

Director, Division of Real Estate Appraisal and
and Mapping, State Department of Taxation,
Richmond, Virginia, July 30, 1959.
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Section 58-77&.2 of the Act of 1950. Thus, it would
appear that Section 58—77h.2 is enabling legislation
that might be put into effect in the distribution of
equalization funds.

A review of the 1958 Cumulative Supplement to
the Code of 195055 revealed that the basic provisions
for mineral property assessment contained in
Section 58-77h of the Code of 1950 and Sections
58-77h.l and 58-77h.2 added thereto by the Act of
1950 remain in effect at the present time. Therefore,
these three sections, all of which were discussed
earlier in this section, combine to make up the legal
framework within which the assessment of mineral -
property is presently accompliehed in Virginia.

55. Virginia, C de of Vir inia 1 - C at
Qgpplggggg äChar1ottesvi1le, 1958;, Vol. VIII,
pp. 220-21.
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T
III. ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES UTILIZED

c IN MINERAL PROPERTY TAXATION

In order to obtain an understanding of the current
mineral assessment situation existing in Virginia a
study of procedures utilized and opinions held by
persons directly engaged in the mineral assessment

A process was undertaken. It was felt that only those
persons could provide accurate information relative to
the practical interpretation of statutes implementing

mineral assessment at the local level.
The scope of the study included factual data

relative to the assessment procedure and comments

as to the effectiveness with which the procedures
accomplish an equitable mineral assessment• It was

felt that several general categories of information
needed to be explored. These categories included

an evaluation of the present situation, specific
information concerning procedures, and possible

alternatives to the present assessment process• The

method selected for accomplishing a uniform approach

to this study was a question and answer technique,

and the questions selected and replies obtainsd from
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persons directly engaged in mineral assessment

activities are discussed in detail in this section.
They are also presented in tabulated form in Charts I

and II of the Appendix;. For this portion of the

study the coal industry was selected as a source of

assessment data since coal is Virginia’s leading

mineral product, as shown in Table I. The persons

eontacted in making the study included the eommissioners

of the revenue of six of the sight Virginia counties

classified as coal producers by the U. S. Deartment
of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, as shown in Table II. »

Also contaeted were representatives of three coal

companies maintaining operations in five of the
A eight coal producing eounties. The six counties

covered by this study are also located in a relatively

confined geographie area in the western part of

Virginia, thus lending themselves easily to comparative

study. A map showing the location of the six eounties

and the minerals produced therein is shown as Chart III
of the appendix;. It was felt that discussing mineral

1. §_x;Qx_;a_, pp. 161-62.
2. lgggg, p. 163.



TABLE I

Production and Value gg Mineral;

Produced lg Virginia, 19571

Mineral Production Total Value

short tons thousands
(unless otherwise

stated)

Coal 29,505,579 2 $153,959
Stone 1L,2L3,51O 21,158 2
Sand and gravel 6,298,269 8,8su
Lime A 510, 216 6,029
Zinc 23,080 5,277
Man anese 12,655 1,058P 2Slate —— 1,002
Clays 893,255 98

2 Natural gas A L(million cu. ft.) 2,500 700
Mica, sheet .

(lb . ) 529 6
Silver 3 3(Troy oz.) —— --
Other minerals 2 -• 28,15ß

Total ‘ -- $22L,53l

1. Production measured by mine, shipments, sales, or
marketable production including minerals consumed
by producers.

2. Excludes certain confidential stone values which
are included in "other minerals.”

3. Figures withheld in accordance with policy of not
disclosing individual company confidential data.

L. Preliminary figure.

5. "Other minerals" includes values of items that (

cannot be disclosed, including aplite, Portland
cement, masonry cement, feldspar, gem stones,
gypsum, iron oxide, pigments, kyanite, petroleum,
pyrites, salt, soapstone, stone (dimension
miscellaneous and dimension sandstone), titanium
concentrate, and values indicated in footnote 3.

Source: United States Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Mines, Mineral Yearbook of 1251
(Washington, 1959 , p. L .
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TABLE II

County Production Value

9 net tone 9
Buchanan 10,L8l,001 $50,178,827
Wise 6,426,654 31,155,622
Dickinson 5,267,736_ 28,336,606
Tazewell 3,993,979 8 6 26,354,927

3 Russell 1 2,745,060 14,306,507
LBG 5509133 3|38O|377

Montgomery 24,832 190,493
scout 16,184 55,337
Total 29,505,579 $153,958,69é
Source: a. gäited Stagee Depaätägnt of the

t 1 , ur a o nee, gggergl
Yeagrogä 1 °,uVol, III
Iwaehington, 1959), p, 114, 7

bß Ibxgln
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assessment procedures with both commissioners of the
e revenue and company representatives would provide

. information arrived at from different points of view.
In obtaining the information a promise of anonymity
was given to the persons contacted as it was felt that
this would not detract from the effectiveness of the
study but would bring about frank discussions of the
assessment procedure. Thus, alphabetical
identifications have been assigned to the various

v counties and companies.
Early in the fall of 1959, the commissionere of

the revenue of the six counties and the representatives
of the three coal mining companies selected were
contacted, and the following paragraphs contain a
detailed discussion of the information obtained from
these interviews.
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Assessment uata Obtained from Six
Commissioners of the Revenue

n County A

c The valuatione assigned to mineral property

located in County A very from approximately $15 to

$1000 per acre depending upon whether the property
is classified as under development or not under
development, and depending also upon certain factors
affecting exploitation such as location, thickness
of the seam, and accessibility of the minera1s• The
present valuation figures have been in use in the
county for some years and are believed to have been
originated by the State Department of Taxation• The
basis for classifying property under development or not

under development is ascertained from yearly reports

filed by coal producers operating within the county•
The reports contain information as to actual acreage

mined by the company in the preceding year. The

acreage is classified by the Commissioner of the
Revenue as under developent and entered as such in

the county land book. Thus, the total acreage of

mineral lande and minerals shown in the land book as
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under development is equal to the total acreage
T

actually mined within the county during the year.

Mineral acreage net mined during the year is continued

in the not under development classification. Also

included in this classification is the acreage of

mineral property worked out in prior years since the

nature of mineral property located in County A is such

that some minerals of value remain even after the

acreage has been mined. The evaluation placed en
T

mineral lands and minerals in County A ranges frem

approximately $100 to $1000 per acre cn mineral

property under development and $15 to $100 per acre

on that not under development, depending on economic

factors affecting exploitation. These evaluation:

form the base upon which the ceunty ad valorem levy

is made.
The Commissioner of the Revenue meets with

mineral owners in an effort to resolve any disagreements

which might arise over annual assessment:. This

practice alleviates the necessity for formal

challenges of assessments by mineral owners. The

last general reaseessment of real estate in County A

took place in 1953 and included the surface of mineral
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property. The standard used in the evaluation of real
property since the 1953 reappraisal has been 20 per
cent of the actual 19bO value. According to the h
commissioner no state assistance has been made
available to the county in the assessment of mineral
property.

The Commissioner of the Revenue expressed the
h opinion that mineral property is assessed equitably

within the confines of the present system. However,
it was also the opinion of the commissioner that the
system itself has shortcomings which might be overcome
with the entrance of a state agency into the assessment 5

procedure. The commissioner felt that auch an agency,
utilizing expert technical assistance, could effect a
more accurate appraisal of mineral property. The
commissioner stated that past experience with similar
assistance provided by the State Department of Taxation
in the reassessment of ordinary real estate has proved

9

very satisfactory. The commissioner also expressed a
general interest in the possibility of adopting a yield
or severance tax as a method of obtaining revenue from
mineral property.
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County B

In County B a general reassessment of real estate,

including mineral lands and minerale, took place in
1957. During the reassessment the surfaces of mineral
lande were evaluated by the special appraisere supplied
by the State Department of Taxation. Mineral values
were set by a special board of appraisers appointed for
the purpose by the County Board of Supervisors. lt

should be noted that no provision for the appointment

of such a special board of appraisers is contained in

the Code of 1950 or subsequent legislation discussed

earlier. Thus, the action of the special board of

mineral appraisal was without legal foundaticn. The S
membership of the special board of mineral appraisers

was composed of persons acquainted with the local

mineral industry. After a complete examination of the

mineral land and minerals of the county the board made
a complete reappraieal of the property and valuations

ranging from $5 to $20 per acre were asaigned to mineral

acreage depending on economic factors affecting
exploitation. The above aesessments compare with an

assessment ratio of ten per cent of actual value made

cn ordinary real estate during the reassessment. The
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1957 mineral appraisal figures have been used by the

Commissioner of the Revenue in making subsequent yearly
4

asaessments. The coal operators of the county activelyv

cooperate with the Commissioner of the Revenue on

taxation matters and supply him with a yearly report

of their operations. The report contains a detailed

listing of new mineral holdings opened during the year,

which are classified as under development by the

commissioner. This acreage is added to the holdings

of the mineral operator already placed in the

classification in prior years. As portions of a tract

are exhausted of minerals they are removed from the
under development classification. The basis for

determining acreage to be removed from the under

development classification is the tonnage mined during

the preceding year. Tonnage figures are converted into

acreage by applying a standard based on the tonnage

that might be expected to be produced from the coal_

seem worked, to the production figure supplied by the

operator. Acreage shwn in the under development

classification, then, fluctuates from year to year

since it represents the acreage actually mined during

the preceding year.
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Provision is made under the assessment procedure

for the reclassification of mineral property to ordinaryA

real estate in the event that the minerals contained
therein are totally exhausted, but such reclassification
in County B is rare due to the extensive nature of coal

deposits located therein•
The Commissioner of the Revenue stated that mineral

assessments are eeldom challenged as to accuracy.

There was some discontent over the 1957 reassessment,

but no great amount of dissatisfaction was noted in the
case of mineral assessments. a

It was the opinion of the eommissioner that mineral
lande and minerals have been assessed equitably since

the 1957 reassessment and bear a proper share of the total

taxation burden of the county. The comissioner felt

that the assumption of the responsibility for mineral

assessment by a state agency was not warranted under

present conditions. He was of the opinion that local

persons are best able to make such assessments because

of their familiarity with local conditions.
Any form of yield or severance tax as°a supplement

· or replacement of the present ad valorem system of

mineral taxation was opposed by the commissioner. The
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Commissioner of the Revenue of County B felt that the
reassessment of mineral property in 1957 alleviated the
problems which might normally be associated with mineral
property assessment.

County C

In County C a system of zoning is utilised in
further breaking down the traditional assessment
classifications of mineral lande and minerals. The
zoning system is composed of the following divisions:
Zone I·—acreage of mineral property actually mined; °

Zone II-·next 100 acres adjacent to Zone I;
Zone III~·next 100 acres adjacent to Zone II. The
acreage contained in Zone I comprises mineral property
under development while that contained in Zones II
and III together with any other mineral acreage v

comprises the classification not under development.
The basis upon which mineral acreage is assigned to the
under development classification in County C is
information contained in the annual reports submitted
by coal operators. These reports show the acreage of
mineral property worked during the preceding year and
this acreage is entered by the Commissioner of the
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Revenue in the county land book at a flat rate of euoo
per acre. In applying the flat rate no consideration
is made of such economic factors as location, thickness
of the seam, etc. In practice the acreage shown in the
land book as under development contains the total of

$
actual acreage worked out in the preceding year. In
the case of mineral acreage which has been mined out
in prior years, such property is reclassified as not
under development.

Mineral property classified as not under developent
consists of acreage contained in Zones II and III, and
any additional acreage not falling in either of the

three sones. This mineral property is evaluated

according to figures which have been carried over from
year to year on the county land book. The origin of

these figures is unknown and mineral lande and minerale

not under development have been evaluated according te

the figures for a number of years. An exception to

this manner of determining valuation is practiced in

the assessment of mineral property having been
transferred from under development to not under

development. Such property is assessed at a flat

rate of $1 per acre.
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In assessing the value of mineral land and
I

minerals in County C the Commissioner of the Revenue
does not make a practice of meeting with coal operatore

or visiting the various mineral properties in order to
obtain first~hand estimates of the value of the
property. He relies on past appraisals contained in

y the land book and yearly reports submitted by mine
operators as sources of assessment information.

d

The latest general reasseesment of real property

in County C took place in 195b and included the
appraisal of surfaces of mineral lande. A new
appraisal of real property is scheduled for 1960 and

the commissioner expressed an interest in having
mineral property included in the reappraisal. It
should be noted that no such assistance is at present
available from the Department of Taxation or any other

state agency. Asseesments on mineral lande and minerals

have not been formally challenged in the county for
some years. lt was the opinion of the commissioner
'that mineral property is not equitably asseesed under

the present system and that some provision should be
ade for varying assessment values according tc economic

factors affecting exploitation. The commissioner was
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definitely in favor of utilizing a state agency in the

appraisal of mineral property. This opinion was based

on the feeling that similar aid had proved beneficial
in the evaluation of ordinary real estate. The g

commissioner felt that local officials are 111-equipped

to perform the technical task of mineral appraisal. He

also expressed interest in the possibility of using a

yield or severance tax as a source of revenue and

thought that such a levy would be superior to the

present ad valorem system.

County D y

In County D a soning system is utilized in

asssssing mineral lands and minerals. The system is

based on proposals set forth in a pamphlet3 published
3 by the Virginia Goal Operators Association in the

year 1935- Under this system mineral lande and

minerals are divided into five sones for purposes of

3* äé%3$~ä§ä§3%.—S;ä%„$°§¥33§a1”§;ä‘ä§§§°ää?-22-§2§„„„or
Partnerships for Taxation in the State of

Virginia Under Tax Law Effective in l935.”3 *(Bristol, 1935, Mimeographed).
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appraisal. Zone I comprises the area of all mineral
property mined during the preceding year. This acreage
is determined by the Commissioner of the Hevenue from
annual reports submitted by mining operators
maintaining interests within the county. The reports
contain information concerning the acreage or tonnage T

of minerals actually mined by the operator. Where
tonnage is reported the commissioner uses an estimate
of probable yield per acre in converting tonnage
figures into aereage. A standard of h000 tone per

Q

acre represents an average for the county; however,
some holdings are rated as high as 7000 tone per acre
due to the unusual thickness of mineral seems. Thus,

_ the mineral acreage listed in Zone I ie eqal to the
actual acreage mined during the year and this same
acreage represents mineral property falling within the

gf

under development classification. The valuations set T

on acreage listed under Zone I range between $k00 and
$700 per acre, depending on the thickness of the seem,
quality of coal, and situation of the deposit with
respect to possible expleitation. Zone II comprises
the acreage of mineral lande and minerals immediately
surrounding Zone I. The maximum extent of Zone II is
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equal to ten times the acreage contained in Zone I, and
the valuations placed on the property contained therein
is 20 per cent of the per acre evaluation of Zone I.
Zone III also contains an area not exceeding ten times
the acreage of Zone I. The valuation of Zone III ie set

_ at seven per cent of the per acre evaluation of Zone I.
Zone IV is defined as ”baek land' and comprises any
additional mineral acreage. Assessment of Zone IV

property is based on extensions of previous assessment

values contained in the county land book. These

assessment values are merely carried forward from year

to year until some portion of the acreage is brought
into production. Zone V comprises any mineral acreage
that has been mined out in prior years and is aesessed

at a flat rate of $1 per acre. Under the soning system,

mineral land and minerals contained in Zones II, III,
IV, and V make up the not under development classification.

The last general reassessment of ordinary real

estate in the county was accomplished in 1957 and

included the surfaces of mineral lande. In making his
annual assessment the Commissioner of the Revenue cn

occasion makes personal inspeetion of mineral property

and confers with mine operators in an effort to settle
9
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any disagreements that may arise over valuations. A
climate of confidence and trust has existed between the
Commissioner of the Revenue and company representatives,
and the commissioner considers the annual reports
submitted by mine operators as accurate and seldom open
to question. Likewise, assessments of mineral property
are seldom challenged in the circuit court because
differences are usually settled informally.

The assessment of mineral property in County D was
considered by the comissioner to be equitable ae far as
the present system is concerned. However, it was noted
that the system is relatively complicated and requires a
great deal of clerical work in order to function
properly. The commissioner expressed himself as being
in favor of a more simplified system of assessment and
felt that mineral property was in a position to provide
a greater share of county revenue. The commissioner was
enthusiastic about the possibility of a state agency
assuming a part of the responsibility for mineral y
assessment. He was also interested in the possibility
of a yield or severence tax as a source of revenue but
raised a question as to the stability of this type of
income. The commissioner expressed some interest in a
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form of taxation based on gross or net income but was
rather uncertain as to the possible complexity of such
a levy•

County E

The process of assessment of mineral lande and
minerals in County E consists of the application of a
fixed valuation rate to each of the two classlfications

I

into which mineral property is divided for assessment•
The under development classification is assessed at
esoo per acre and the not under development classification
at $100 per acre. These valuation rates have been
utilized in the county for a number of years and the
actual date on which they were adopted and the method
used in their determination is unknown to the present
Commissioner of the Revenue„ In actual practice the
commissioner assesses mineral property not under
development simply by reentering yearly the acresge
which appeared on the land book for the previous year
at $100 per acre. If any of this property is put into
production during the year it is reclassified as under
development and its assessment raised to $50 per acre•
Changes in classification are based on yearly reports
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filed by mining operators which list the acreage of
mineral property actually mined during the preceding
year. After minerals are minsd out the acreage is
reclassified as not under develoment. In the event
that all minerals are remved and the property is
considered to be completely exhausted it may be
reclassified as ordinary real estate. Such
reclassification, however, rarely occurs.

The Commissioner of the Revenue stated that mineral
operators were very cooperative in furnishing
information concerning their operations and holdings,
and in cases where differences of opinion concerning
assessments have arisen, informal discussions have

5

succeeded in bringing about acceptable settlemente. The
effectiveness of this approach is reflected in the fact
that no formal challenges of mineral property
assessments have been made since the present
commissioner took office.

The latest general reassessment of ordinary real
estate in County E took place in 1955 and was performed
by assessors appointed by the circuit court. The 1955
reappraisal listed real property at 8-1/2 per cent of
actual velue and did not include mineral property except
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for the surface of mineral lande. The Comnissioner of
the Revenue stated that no assistance has been
forthcoming from any state agency in the assessment
of mineral property except in the appraisal of the
surface of such property mentioned above.

It was the opinion of the Commissioner of the
Hevenue that the mineral property of County E is not
equitably asseseed under present procedures. The
commissioner felt that the assessments were not
excessive but that some acreage is improperly
hclassified as mineral property because of the low grade
of mineral deposits contained therein. The conmissioner

also pointed out that the present procedure failed to

take into consideration auch factors as location,
quality of the coal, and thickness of the seam in
setting assessment values. The commissioner was of the
opinion, however, that mineral properties at present
provide an equitable share of the financial support of
the county.

The commissioner definitely favored a state agency
providing expert assistance in appraising mineral

property. He felt that such a service might provide
accurate appraisal estimates which are not presently
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available and which are needed in order to accemplish
an equitable assessment of mineral property. The
Commissioner of the Revenue also exprsssed an interest
in the possibility of a yield tax as a means of
obtaining county revenue and revealed that in the past ·
some agricultural groups concerned over the exhaustible
nature of mineral property exerted pressure for euch a p
levy. The commissioner also etated that as yet no
action has been taken by the County Board of
Supervisors relative to instituting auch a levy.

County F n

The last general reaseessment of ordinary real
estate in County F took place in 1955. The

1

reassessment was accomplished by assessors appointed
by the circuit court. Under the reassessment mineral
lands and minerals were not assessed except for the
surface of such property. The latest reappraisal of
mineral property was estimated by the Commissioner of
the Revenue to have taken place some 30 to LO years
ago and no records were readily available showing the
methods employed in accomplishing the reappraisa1• In
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County F ratlos of 30 per cent and 15 per cent are
applied to land book valuatlons of mlneral acreage and
lmprovements, respectlvely. The application of these
ratlos provides a basis upon which the county ad
valorem tax levy ls applied. Ordlnary real estate ls

C subject to the same ratlos and levles but thls class
of property ls first llsted at 50 per cent of actual
value before the 30 per cent and 15 per cent ratlos are

e applied. Mineral property upon which no mlnlng
operations are malntalned are classlfled as not under
development ln the county land book and that property

C upon which mlnlng operations are carrled on ls listed
as under development. In the case of mlneral property
classlfled as under development the entire acreage of
the tract contalnlng the mlning operation, regardless
of its else, ls llsted as under development. The
reasoning behlnd thls practice, according to the
Commlssloner of the Revenue, ls the necesslty that
tracts of mlneral property be llsted for assessment
purposes ln the same manner as they are recorded in,
deeds and other legal documents. Once mlneral
property located ln County F ls opened for mlnlng
purposes the general practice is to keep the preerty
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in the under developent classification indefinitely.
In the event that all mining operations cease, the
acreage may be reclassified not under development.
Should the mineral deposits become completely exhaueted

”
the acreage may be reclassified as ordinary real estate
upon submission of an affidavit by the owner that all
mining has ceased„ In County F the initiative for
bringing changes in classification is a responsibility
of the owners of the mineral property coneerned.

y The Comissioner of the Revenue does not make visits
F to mineral properties in order to gain assessment _

informtion, and County F does not require the submission
of annual production reports by mining operators. There

. have been nc cases in which mineral assessments have
„ been formally challenged during the term of the present

Commissioner of the Revenue.
It was the opinion of the commissioner that the

mineral lands and minerals of County F are not well
assessed since no accurata estimates of value are

preeently available. The commissioner did feel, however,
that mineral property carries a proper share of the

F over-all burden of county taxation. To correct
inequities in valuation the commissioner suggested that
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a procedure be adopted whereby the state would provide
technical assistance in the appraisal of mineral
property. The commissioner felt that assistance of
this nature could be provided by the State Department
of Taxation and could be similar to that provided to · y
counties by the Department in the periodic reasseesment
of ordinary real estate. The commissioner noted that
the problem of mineral assessments had not been
discussed at any recent meetings of the state
organization of comissioners of the revenue. He
considered a yield or severance tax as a possible
source of minerel~revenue but was not familiar with
the details associated with such levies.

;„• »—„•.¤„„==e -a +;.e·; —·„»a;„·g

Company A

I The operations of Company A are confined to
County A, and in complying with county regulations the
company submits an annual report of mining operations
which contains a listing of the acreage of mineral
property mined during the year. This figure is
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utilized by the Commissioner of the Revenue in

determining the mineral acreage classified as under

development. The company utilizes such sources of
information as mine maps and survey reports for

compiling the report, and any additional company
holdings are carried over from year to year as not

under development. Aesessments made in County A vary
according to the location of mineral property with

respect to the several maglsterial districts and range

from approximately $100 to $1000 per acre for property

under development to $15 to $115 per acre for property
not under development. The variatlon in assessment

6 ~

figures is partly the result of a legal decision handed

down in 191t in which the circuit court acted fevorably s

on an action brought by the County Board of Supervisors

to have mineral assessments raised in one of the

magisterial districts. An effort has been made to

offset the high rate of assessment resulting from the

19lh decision by limiting the assessmente made in other
magisterial districts. The representative noted that

economic factors affecting exploitation are considered

in setting assessment of mineral property. Any

disagreements concerning mineral assesements are
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discussed with the Commissioner of the Revenue and
usually settled without resorting to legal remedies.
According to the representative, some agricultural ·

groups within the county have exerted pressure for
U I

higher assessment on mineral property but as yet no

action has resulted from this pressure•
When questioned as to how equitably the assessment

of mineral property is accomplished within the county,
the representative replied that Company A was aware of

the county's need for revenue and that while some
discrepancies do exist in the present assessment system,

mineral property is equitably assessed over—all• The

representative suggested that equalization of assessments

might improve the present system. In regard to the

possihility of state assumption of a portion of the

assessment procedure, the representative felt that

expert assistance should be limited in its application —

and not binding on the Commissioner of the Revenue.

According to the representative, a yield tax would not be

objectionable from the company's point of view as long as

such a levy is accompanied by r«11•£ in other areas of

taxation. ‘The representative was very much in favor of

the present practice of placing any high assessment on

mineral acreage only after actual mining has taken
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place, because he felt that this is the time that the '

company is best able to meet its tax obligations•

n ‘ Company B

y Company B is wholly located in County D which

requires each mining operator to file with the

Commissioner of the Revenue an annual report of

7 operations. The preparation of the report is a 7
responsibility of the company representative. The

repreeentative converts total tonnage produced into g
acreage by means of a standard which takes into

consideration the weight of coal produced and the

thickness of the seem exploited in arriving at a

preliminary estimate of acreage worked during the _
previous year. The acreage thus computed is compared

with estimates based on mine maps, engineering surveye,

and other pertinent information, and a tentative

estimate of acreage is deterined. This estimate is

then adjusted so that it reflects what the company

feels is a fair tax contribution, and included in the

annual report to the Commissioner of the Revenue.
The following appraisal figures are currently

applied to mineral property owned by the company:
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Under development - Zone I, tuen P•r acre

Not under development - Zone II, $ 80 per agp;

Zone III, $ 28 per acre
Zone IV, $ 15 per acre

Zone V, $ 1 per acre

The representative of Company B felt that thel

system of soning utilized in the county accomplished an

equitable assessment of mineral property since only the

mineral acreage actually mined was subjected to a high

rate of assessment. The representative also felt that

the present procedure for classifying property as 7

mineral acreage often failed to take into consideretion

the exploitation potential of the property. He was of

the opinion that a great deal of acreage presently

classified as mineral property would never be placed

in production.
The company representative had no positive

suggestions to offer for improvement of the assessment

procedure. The possibility of utilising any state-

provided asslstance was opposed and the representative

also expressed opposition to a yleld or severance tax as

a possible source of county income. He stated, hcwever,

that the company wished to bear a fair share of the

county' s tax burden.
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Comany C

Company C maintains extensive mineral holdings

in Counties B, C, B, and E. Because of the size and
diversity of its operations, Company C is required to
provide information concerning its operations to each

of several commissioners of the revenue for assessment
purposes. This information conslsts of yearly reports
of acreage of coal actually mined in each of the four
counties as determined by engineering surveys. The

acreage thus reported is utilized by the commissioners

in determining the acreage classified under development.
These reports are accepted as factual by the
commissioners of the revenue who seldom visit company
property for the purpose of securing first hand
information. Company C maintaine detailed records of

mining holdings and continually seeks the assistance

of the commissioners in ensuring the accuracy of these

records. The company representative stated that any

disagreements arising over assessment evaluations are

usually settled informally.
It was the opinion of the company representative

that, over•all, mineral lande and minerals are

aseessed equitably in the four counties. The
representative felt, however, that the practice of
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classifying as not under development both potentially

productive and unproductive acreags caused some

property to be assessed at an excessive rate. Barring

the adoption of a better system of assessment in

which exploitation potential is considered, the

representative favored the assessment of not under

development acreage-at a flat rate, or according to

a system of geographie zoning.
The company representative stated that the soning

system utilised in County D is cumbersome and includes
unnecessary classification divisions. The soning

system employed in County C, on the other hand, was

considered to be more effective and the representative

felt that such a system should be more widely adopted.

It was the opinion of the representative that any entry ~

of a state agency into the assessment process should be

on an advisory basis only. He was of the opinion that

local offieials can best consider local conditions in

effecting accurate assessment of mineral property. The

possibility of instituting a form of yield or severance

tax was not objectionable to the representative, and he
C

pointed out that the present practice of listing the

actual aereage of mineral property mined in the
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preceding year in the under development classification
was to all practical purposes a form ef yield tax.
Due to the extensive operating area of Company C the
representative felt that the various systems utilized
in the four counties created an unnecessarily complicated
situation and that a uniform method of mineral assessment

I
should be adopted•

§.sms.=:z ·
Before concluding this examination of mineral

assessment procedures it was felt that the various
assessment practices should be drawn together in
summary form so that variation from county to county
might be clearly shown. One such variation was noted

‘ in the fact that at the time of the latest general
reassessment of erdinary real estate, County B also
accomplished a reevaluation of mineral property. This
action appears to be unprecedented as no other county
among the six included in the study made a similar
reevaluation. The method of listing mineral property
as under development represents one of the most
significant variations in assessment procedures. The
method consisting of listing acreage actually mined
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during the preceding year as under development and
other mineral acreage as not under development was
practiced in all counties except one. The exception
to the usual classification procedure is County F,
where under development is considered as total acreage
contained in a mineral tract, any portion of which
was mined during the preceding year. At this point
attention should be drawn to the legal definition
of what constitutes mineral property listed as under
development. In the case of Interstate Goal Company
versus Commonwealth, discuesed earlierh, this
classification was defined as the entire body of
land underlaid with coal upon which any mines have
been opened and not merely the land deprived of its
coal in a given year. Thus, only County F among the
six, lists mineral property in accordance with the
legal definition. Another variation in classification
procedure is the use of zoning systems in Gounties C
and D. This practice is based on the theory that
surrounding acreage gains in value when any property

h. ägpgg, p. 28.
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is mined. County B makes the unique practice of
classifying each seam of coal as a separate subject
of assessment, and this too represents s Variation in

the usual classification procedure.
The method of setting valuations on classes of

mineral property also varies considerably. County E
utilizes a flat rate in assessing both classifications
of mineral property, while Counties B and C utilize a
flat rate only in the assessment of property under
developent. Countiee B and C make assessments on
property not under development according to value.
County A assesses both classifications according to
value, and County B assesses only the portion under
development according to value, while assessing

property not under development at a percentage of the

under development classification by means of zone
classifications. County F assesses both classification:
at a perccntage of land book values. Also, in two
counties, C and D, a special flat rate is assessed on

mineral acreage having been worked out in prior years,
Both company representatives and commissioners of

the revenue stated that legal challenges of assessments

are rare because informal discussions usually resolve
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any dlfferences. when asked how equitably mineral

property is assessed, only the Commissioner of the
Revenue of County B was of the opinion that the present
system is entirely adequate. The other commissioners of

the revenue felt that a number of improvements might be
made in the present system. The three company

representatives felt that, over—all mineral property

is equitably assessed, but also felt that certain
changes should be made in the evaluation procedure so

that the exploitation potential of mineral property

is properly reflected in assessment valuations. Most
of the suggestions offered by commissioners of the

revenue for improving the system eentered mainly

around the possibility of the entry of a state agency

into the assessment procedure. Two company
T representatives favored state assistance but felt that

it should be provided only on an advisory basis. This

difference of opinion is probably due to the desire

for additional revenues by the commissioners of the

revenue on the one hand and opposition to interference

in local affairs by company representatives on the
T other. Both groups, however, recognizs that certain

advantages have accrued to each group since the State
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· Department of Taxation has made available appraisal
assistance in accomplishing the periodic reassessmentI
of ordinary real estate.

The company representatives agreed that mineral

property carries an equitable share of county tax
burdens, but several commissioners of the revenue felt
that auch property should share to a greater extent in
providing county revenue. These views reflect the
fundamental position of each party.

In discussions concerning the advisability ef
yield or severance taxes and income taxes as possible
sources of county revenue, the groups expressed varying
opinions. Company representatives were divided in their
support of such levies. The representative of Company C
pointed out that the procedure of classifying mineral
acreage as under development after it has actually been
mined was in effect a form of yield tax. According to

n the representative of Company C, this manner of
classification was for all practical purposes a yield
tax based on the area of minerals mined and thus
accomplished many of the objectives of a yield tax.
This procedure is used in all counties except County F.

It was felt that further development of this concept
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might eliminate possible pressure for a yield or
l

severance tax in the future. However, the commissioners
of the revenue were divided five to one in favor of the

possibility of a yield or severance tax. The
Commissioner of the Revenue of County B pointed out

that one problem inherent in such levies was the

possibility of fluctuating revenues resulting from
variations in the level of mineral production from year

to year.W

During the course of the interviews noted in the
foregoing paragraphs, the impression was received that

company representatives in general were better informed

on many phases of the mineral assessment procedure than

were commissioners of the revenue. However, s spirit of

cooperation was found to exist amng the commissioners

of the revenue and the company representatives, and the

absence of legal actions for correction of erroneous

assessments is undoubtedly a reflection of this spirit.
f

Both the commissioners of the revenue and the

company representatives when interviewed freely
discussed the present system of minersl assessment and

expressed their opinions of the system in a surprisingly

open manner.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF ASSESSED VALUATION AND

s TAXES LEVIED ON MINERAL PROPERTY

FOR THE YEAR 1950

lgtredggtigg

The completion of the examination of the mineral

taxation process utilized in Virginia required that an

analysis of assessment values and the leviee made

thereon be undertaken. The development of the data

was a natural adjunct to material concerning methods

utilized in assessment and taxation presented in

detail in the previous chapter, since the evaluation

of precedures must be considered in light of the

revenue derived therefrem. It was the purpose of

this section to present a body of information relative

to the assessment and taxation of mineral lande,

improvements thereon, and minerals, and to point out

significant relationships contained therein.

The method used in accomplishing the above

objectives was the collection of selected information

concerning: asseesed valuation of mineral property

claesified as both under development and net under

development, not under development, and under
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development only; imputed taxes levied thereon; and
mineral production figures; all for the year 1950.
The information has been presented in raw form for
completeness and in compilation form for the purpose
of showing meaningful relationships. A narrative
form of discussion was utilizsd in order to point out
details of special importance, and deductive analysis
was used in further development of the data.
Significant relatlonships were developed by means
of the following comparisons: assessments and levies
on mineral property with levies on all types of
property subject to local taxation; assessments on
mineral property with assessments on all real estate;
imputed local real estate taxes on mineral property
with levies on all real estate; and mineral
assessments and levies with the value of minerals
produced in Virginia. These relationships were
considered from the standpoint of the state as a
whole, the A3 mineral counties, and the 1l mineral

A
; counties, whichever division proved most meaningful.

A
e

The use of A3 counties as a unit is based on the fact
that all significant mineral assessments and levies
were made within these counties. Also, special
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consideration was given to ll mineral counties which

account for 91.6 per cent of all levies made on

mineral property. The year 1950 was chosen for the
study since this was the most recent year for which
detailed information concerning the classification,
assessment, and taxation of mineral property, both

under development and not under development, not

under development, and under development only, was

available. The information was not readily
obtainable from reports of the State Department of

Taxation but was found in a report prepared by

W. H. White for the Virginia Commission to Study
Taxation of Natural Resourcesl, The sources from
which the information was derived were the land books
of individual counties. The use of the mineral
production data for the year 1950 was consistent

with this choice.
Since the data presented in this chapter were

concerned primarily with the results of assessment

and taxation of mineral lande, improvements thereon,

and minerals, no attempt was made to compare psr

1. girginia Commission to Studä Taxation of Natural
esources, Senate Dgggggng g, lé (Richmond,

1951), pp. 9-75. 0-92.
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acre tax on minerel preperty with per acre tax on

ordinary real estate. Likewise, the conversion of
assessed values to adjusted actual values, and the

y determination of assessments and taxee levied on
separate classes of minerals were not attempted since
the development of such data was beyond the scope of
this study.

ä- L-=»a *;„,a._·; ·j y„g .:1 fa··„a·

[gr ggg geg; LQQQ
V During the assessment year 1950, Virginia

, commissioners of the revenue listed a total ot

22,h09,1012 acres of real estate as subject to

taxation by localities. Included in this total were
1,098,782 acres of real estate which was classified
as mineral property for taxation purposes. This
mineral acreage comprised five per cent of all
assessed real estate acreage fer the year 1950 and

was wholly confined to L3 counties. In the A3
counties a breakdown of acreage figures showed that

2. Virginia, Department of Taxation, Re rt f r th

pp. 38•hl.
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1,098,782 acres or 10 per cent of all real property
located within these mineral eounties was claesified
as mineral property}. In the ll counties which were
singled out for special study mineral acreage amounted
to A0 per cent of the total area of all assessed real
estate located thereink.

6

A detailed presentation of the area, assessed

valuation and taxes levied on mineral lande,
improvements thereon, and minerals, both under.

development and not under developent, not under
development, and under development only, is contained
in Tables XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, and XVI of the

Appendixs. The detailed information contained in y
these tables represents the primary source of data
utilized throughout the study for comparison and

analysis of local assessment, and taxation activities.
Therefore, it must be pointed out that assessment
valuations of mineral property and the taxes levied

6

thereon in five counties have been omitted from
Tables XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, and XVI due to the

3· Äßiää, p. 87.
lp. _]I_1_}_§__{'_q._, p. 92, p. 155.
5• _l_r_L£§§‘_Q, pp. 155-60. X
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small sum represented by the assessments and taxes

reported by these counties. The net results of these v

deletions is that Tables XI, XII, and XIII reflect a
total mineral property assessment figure $1,68h smaller

~ than similar data reported in official state sources.,
Also, the tax yield from the deleted property was found

_ to be $36.80 smaller than similar amounts contained in‘
official sourcesö. _

A compilation of the material contained in
a Tables XI, XII, and XIII relative to the assessed

· valuation of mineral lands, inprovements thereon, and
I

minerals, is contained in Table III.
As shown in Table III the total valuation placed g y

on all mineral property in Virginia amounted to

$l8,8l5,&33 for the year 1950. When this figure was
compared with the total aeseesed evaluation of all

‘
Virginia real estate, which amounted to $9l2,297,998, Ä

it was found that mineral property accounted for two

per cent of the total aesessed value of all real

estate. When compared with the combined valuation

of real estate, personal property, machinery and tools,

6. Virginia, Department of Taxation, %§pg;g_;g;_ägg1 51
pp. h2·bk.



TABLE III A

Assessed Valuations gg; Tg; Year lQ§O gg_Mineral Lang; ggg

2.:161MinazalaItem

D Total Under Not Under Not Under Under Under
Development Development Development Development Development

and Not Under A as Percentage as Percentage
Development of Total

3
W of Total

Number of
acres 1,098,782 1,010,589 “ 92.0 88,193 8.0

Value ef land $#,1+07,1+70 $3,925,630 89.1 $ 1.81,81,0 C 10.9
Value of „ _

improvements $6,#32,O52 $#,686,523 72.9 $l,7#S,529 27.1

Value of _ 1 ’ ‘ A 1
minerals ( $7,975,911 $6,100,995 76.5 $1,87#,9l6 23.5

' Owned by' W ·, 1- A _
ewnera ($1.,008,728) ($2,6#6,1+ll.)“ (66.0) ‘

- ($1,362,311,) ‘ (31+.0)of land 1 W
Owned by

’( ‘
oth r than „ W 1
owngrs of -($3,967,l83) ($3,#5#,58l) (87.1) ($ 512,602) (12.9)
land 1

Y Totale ··$18,815,#33 $l#,713,lb8 . 78.2 $#,102,285 A2l.8

Source: Virginia Commission to Study Taxation of Natural Resources, Senate,
1 Dgggment ßg. lg (Richmond, 1951), p. 70.
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and merchants' capital, which amounted to
$1,305,569,07&7, the total value of mineral property
was found to represent 1.k per cent of that total.

When $20h,lh5,62, representing the assessed value of

property owned by public service corporationss, was

added to the figure of $l,305,569,07k. shown above, a
total representing the aesessed valuation of all
property subject to local taxation was obtained. It

was found that the total assessed valuation of all
mineral property amounted to 1.2 per cent of thatfigure.A

compilation of the total assessed values and

local levies made on real estate, tangible personal

property, machinery and tools, and merchants' capital,

for the year 1950 is contained in Table IV.
A breakdown of the total assessed valuation of

all mineral property into its component parts ehowed

that the value of mineral lande amounted to
$h,kO7,h70, or ZA per cent of the total assessment

of $18,815,k33, while improvements and mineral

7- l£££ä• p. 89.
8. Virginia, Department of Taxation, Repgrt fgr ggg

Fiscal Yegg Ending June 20, 1951 ( ichmond, 1951),
pp. 5h-57.
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aeseesments amounted to Bh per cent and L2 per cent,

respectively, of the total assessment.
6

A detailed analysis of the division of mineral
property aeeessments among the under development and “

not under development classifications showed that 78

per cent of the total asseesed value of such property

was claeeified ae not under development. Included in

that classification were the following: 92 per cent

of the acreage of mineral property, 89 per cent of the

assessment on mineral lande, 73 Per cent of the

assessment on improvements, and 73 per cent of the

total assessment on minerals. The ownership of

minerals included within the not under development

classification was divided A3 per cent and 57 per

cent between owners of mineral lande and other than

owners of mineral lande. Of the total of minerals, both

under development and not under development owned by

the owners of mineral land, 66 per cent was contained

in the not under development classification while 87

per cent of minerals owned by other than owners of

mineral lande was contained in the not under

development classification.
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A detailed comparison of assessments on mineral

lande, improvements thereon, and minerals, both under

development and not under develcpent, with total

local assessments on all real estate, in ll of the —

A3 mineral counties is shown in Table V.
In the A3 mineral counties a total assessment en

all real estate of $35l,99A,389 was reported for the

year 1950. Of this total, $18,8l5,k33, or five per

cent, was listed as mineral property. In the ll

counties selected for special study, the total real

estate assessment amounted to $58,189,05A, er 17 per

cent of the total real estate assessment for the A3

mineral countiss. The total mineral property

assessment for the ll counties amounted to 89 per

cent of the total of mineral property assessment for

the A3 counties. When the total mineral property
assessment for the ll counties was compared with the

total assessments on all real property contained

within the ll counties it was found that mineral

property assessments comprised 28 per cent of the

total real estate assessment. Individual county

assessments on mineral property as a percentage of

total local real estate assessments, ranged from I



TABLE V

Cgmggrisgg Qä asgeggments gg Mineral Lands, Improvements Theregn,
and Minerale with Total assessments QB A11 Real Estate Assessed

gg Commissioners_g§ the Revenue gg Eleven Virginia Counties
{or Tax Assessment Year 1250

(Excluding Local Levies Imposed by Incorporated Towns for Town Purposes)

County Total Local Local assessments on Local Asseesments on
Assessments Mineral Lands, Mineral Lands,
on all Real Improvements Thereon, Imprgvements Thorgon,

Estate and Minerale and Minerale as
Percentage of Total
Assessments on All

Real Estate

Botetourt E _5,722,215 $ 287,L55 5.0
Buchanan h,303,660 3,918,020 91.0 o
Carroll 2,357,6hO 239,7hS 10.2
uickenson 3,128,370 2,892,680 92,5
Goochland 3,h06,836 221,375 l 6.5
Lee 3,507,800 926,790 26.k ‘
Nelson k,802,900 620,520 12.9
Russell 3,973,180 393,580 9.9
Tazewell g 8,hh3,713 1,2hb,332 lh.7
wiss l1,752,b20 5,596,580 &7.6
wythe 7,590,320 h0k,270 5.3

Total ll Counties 8 58,189,05h $l6,7h5,3h7 28.h

Remaining 32
I _

Counties $29},005,335 g E 2,070,086 0.7

Source: Virginia Department of Taxation, Report, Fisgal Year Ending
June 30, 1951 (Richmond, 1951), pp.

Virginia Commission to Study Taxation of Natural Resources,
äeneie lzamzasuä la (Richwppd, 1951), pp. 81-82.
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5 to 92 per cent. In the case of two counties,

Dickenson and Buchanan, mineral property comprised

more than 90 per cent of total real property

assessments. In the remaining 32 oounties of the

A3 classified as mineral counties it was found that

mineral assessments amounted to 0.7 per cent of the

total real estate assessments for these counties.

ghe Ygar 1250

A detailed presentation of imputed real property

taxes for the year 1950 levied on mineral lande,

improvements thereon, and minerals, both under

development and not under development, not under

development, and under development only, is shown in

Tables XIV, XV, and XVI of the Appendix9, A

compilation of these data is contained in Table VI.

The total imputed real estate tax levied on X

mineral lande, improvements, and minerale, in the

year 1950, amounted to $57b,L08. This figure

represents two per cent of the total revenue derived

9, Egg, pp. 158-60.



TABLE VI
”

Imguted Local Real Estate Taxes ggg Tg; Year 1950 gg Mineral Lands
Thereon, ggg Minerale (Excluding Local Levies

Impgsed gg Incorporated Towns for Town Purgses)

Item Total Under Not Under Not Under Under UnderDevelopment Development Development Developent Developmentand Not Under as Percentage as PercentageDevelopment of Total of Total

Land $133,518.36 $ll9,87h.90 89.6 $ l3,6h3.h6 10.2
Improvements $l92.b60.18 $1ua.400.s6 75-0 $ &8.059.62 25.0
miuepals $248,h29.38 $l89,h98.62 76-3 0 58,930-76 23-7

Owned by _owners of ($122,687.15) ($ 80,667.32) (65.8) (ä 42,019.83) (3h.2)land

Owned by
other than Sgwnärs of ($125,742.23) ($108,831.30) (86.6) ($ 16,910.93)(13.4)an

Totale $57h,h07.92 $h53,77h.08 79.0 $l20•633.84 21.0

Source: Virginia Commission to Study Taxation of Mineral Resources, SenateDocument gg. 1Q (Richmond, 1951), p. 7l
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from real estate, tangible personal property, machinery

and tools, merchants' capital,and capitation levies
imposed by localities, as shown in Table IVlo• When

the total real estate tax derived from mineral property
was compared with local levies made on real estate

only, it was found that the mineral property tax
represented three per cent of the total real estate

levy.
The imputed tax figures shown in Table IV were

apportioned by the counties according to the ratio p
that the assessed valuation of each claas of mineral

property bore to the total assessed valuation of

mineral lande, improvemente thereon, and minerals.
Of the total real estate taxes on mineral property,

both under development and not under development, the

taxes levied on land comprised 23 per cent of the

total, while improvements and minerals aceounted for

3A per cent and A3 per cent of the total tax,

respectively. It should be noted that these

percentage relationships correspond very closely to

similar relationships noted earlier with respect to

äacaa. p• 89.
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Lasseseed valuation of mineral propertyll. The division

of mineral ownership between owners of land and other

than owners of land reeulted in a division of the total

tax levied on minera1s.of L9 Per cent and Sl per cent,

respectively. The division of total real estate taxes

on mineral property between the under development and

not under development classifications was also noted

to be similar to the division of mineral property

assessments between these classifications which was

dißeusßßd Garlierlz. The total imputed tax levied on

all mineral property not under development amounted to

$L53,77L, or 79 per cent of the total levy on both
classification:. Taxes levied on components of

mineral property contained in the not under developent

classification amounted to 90 per cent, 75 P¤r cent,

and 76 per cent of the total taxe: levied on land, h

improvements, and minerals, respectively. In the not

under development classification imputed taxes on

minerals were shared L3 Der cent and 57 per cent as

between the owners of mineral lande and other than

owners of mineral lande, respectively. Included in

11. §3g;g, p. 88.
12. Qggä, p. 90.
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the not under development classification was 66 per
cent of the levies made against minerals owned by the
owners of land, and 87 per cent of the levies ade on
minerals owned by other than owners of mineral 1and•

An analysis of mineral leviee included in the under
development classification showed that owners of
mineral land paid 71 per cent of the taxes on minerals

g listed within the classification.
A comparison of taxes levied on mineral lands,

improvements thereon, and minerals, both under

development and not under development, with the total
real estate taxes levied in ll counties for the year
1950 is contained in Table VII.7 .

7 The total real estate taxes levied in Virginia on
mineral property, both under development and not under6
development, in the year 1950 amounted to $57A,AO8.
This_total represente seven per cent of the total of

4
all real estate taxes levied on property located

within the h3 mineral ceunties• In the 11 counties

total mineralalevies amounted to $526,198, or 30 per
6 cent of the total taxes levied on all real estate•

This figure, however, comprised 92 per cent of the
entire amount of taxes levied on mineral property



TABLE VII

Cgggarisgg gg Real Pgggertg Taxes gg Mgneral Lands, Imgrovements
Thereon, and Minerale with Total Real Estate Taxes Assessed

gg Commissioners gg the Revenue gg Eleven Virginia
”

Counties gg; Tax assessment Year 1QjO

(Excluding Local Levies Imposed by Incorporated Towns for Town Purposes)

‘ County Total Local Local Levies on Levies on Mineral‘ Levies on All Mineral Lands Lands, ImprovgmentgReal aaßaaa Impr¤v@m@¤¤¤ and nineraie asTn?Ya°n• and Percentage of Total
g Minerale Real Estate Levies

Buchanan llk,268.90 l0b,627.9O 91.6
Carroll 77,238-39 7,582.6 9-8
Dickenson 116,531.01 103,621.99 88.9
Goochland 68,136-72 h,h27-50 6-5
Lea 1h0,1l1.10 32,ÄÄ8-00 23.2
Nelson 8&,O50.75 10,859.10 12.9
Russell 160,302.22 17,311.16 10.8
Tazewell 228,321.75 33,675.h7 1L.8
Wise &05,525.27 191,897-31 h7-3
Wythe 227,709.60 12,128.10 5.3

Total ll Counties 8l,773,83h.h1 $526,197.05 29.7

Remaining
32Csuntisg 86,00l,630.h2 8 k8,210.87 0.8 '

Total 87,775,hÖh-83 8S7L,h07-92 7-h

Source: Virginia Commission to Study Taxation of Mineral
Resggrces, Senats Documegt No. 16 (Richmond, 1951),
p! O
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located in the L3 mineral countiee. The total real

estate levy in the ll counties amounted te 23 per

cent of the total taxes levied on real estate in the

A3 counties. In each of the ll countlee taxes levied

on mineral lande, improvemente, and minerals ameunted

to five per cent or more of the total county real

estate levy. In the counties of Buchanan and Dickeneon

the mineral tax levy amounted to 92 per cent and 89 9

per cent, respectively, of total real estate levies•

In 10 of the L3 mineral counties, the percentage of

mineral taxes to real estate taxes ranged between one

per cent and five per cent, and in each of the

remaining 22 counties this percentage ameunted to

less than one per cent.
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The quantities and values of minerals produced in
A Virginia for the year 1950 are presented in Table VIII.

During the year 1950 the total value of all minerals
produced in Virginia amounted to $137,806,00. A

comparison of the total asseseed valuation of mineral
lande, improvements thereon, and minerals, both under

development and not under development of $18,815,53},
shown in Table 11113, with the total value of minerals ·

produced in the year 1950 revealed that the total

assessment figure amounted to 13 per cent of the total
value of minerals produced in the year 1950. The total

value of mineral property claseified as not under

development amounted to ll per cent of the value of
minerals produced, while the value of mineral property
under development amounted to three per cent of the value

of minerals produced.
When the total of all real estate taxes levied on

mineral property, which amounted to $57L,k08, as shown

in Table Vllh, it was found that the tax on mineral

13. §B.a?.e. p. 87.
11+. §g_p_i;g, p.9z..
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TABLE VIII

Ezuduatmn aus lalun sz: .P$L¤s.:a1a Emdussd
In luzsmla In am Lea: 12iQ

Mineral Quantity Value
(short tone (thousand

B unless otherwise dollare)
stated)

Stone 1 9,273,000 l6,&35
Sand and gravel &,37h,O00 4,l&5Lme l,28,339 3,862 V
Zine 12,396 3,520
Lead 3,25h 878
Clay E 5h,600,000 _ 520
Feldspar (long tone) 2,687,900 188
Marl 52,181 5k
Natural gas(millioncubic

eet) 2 L6 &
Other minerale -- 7 11,235

1. Except limestone for oement, and lime.
2. Ineludos iron ore, manganeee, ore, petroleum,

abraeivo stone, aplite, cement, gypsum, ground
sand, aandetone, elate, talc, soapstone, and
titanium concentrate.

Source: United States Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Mines, orale Ye —bo k
(Washington, 1953;, p, 69. .
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produced, it was found that the tax on mineral property

amounted to 0.L per cent of the total value of minerals
produced. The tax on mineral property not under
development amounted to 0.3 per cent of the value of
minerals produced, while the leviee contained in the
under development classification amounted to 0.1 per
cent of the total value of minerals produced.

éaamxxv
The examination of data relative to the assessment

and taxation of mineral lande, improvements thereon, and
minerals for the year 1950 revealed several important
relationahips. The percentage that mineral acreage
comprised of the total real estate acreage subject to
taxation ranged from five per cent for the state as a
whole to LO per cent for the 11 counties subjected to
special study. A measure of the importance of the mineral
tax to localities was revealed in the fact that the mineral
tax represented two per cent of the total taxee levied on
all subjects of local taxation and three per cent of the
total tax levied on all real estate. In the case of the
ll counties, however, real estate taxes on mineral
property amounted to 30 per cent of all real estate

revenue. Thus, the contribution made by the mineral
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property tax to local revenue varied considerably

among the various counties.
The percentage contribution of each component to

the total tax levied on mineral property was found to

be as follows; minerals, L3 per cent; inprovemente,

BL per cent; and land, 23 per cent. The relative

contribution made by each of the cmponents was found
‘

to conform to an expected pattern since it was

logical to aseume that if properly listed according W

to value, minerals would make the greatest

contribution and land the least contribution to the

total tax on mincral property. This conformity gives

some indlcation of the propriety with which the

mineral property tax is divided among the various ~

components of mineral property.
It was noted that 78 per cent of the aeseesed

”

valuation of all mineral property and 79 Per cent of

the total tax levied thereon were included in the not

under development classification in the year l950•

When consideration is also given to the race that

three quartere or more of the individual taxes levied

on mineral lande, lmprovemente thereon, and minerale

were listed in the not under development classification,
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a question arises as te the accuracy of classificatlonl
methods. Specifically, in the case of improvements on
mineral property, 75 per cent of the tax on which was
listed as not under develoment, it would seem that
such a ercentage night be excessive. It would

normally be assumed that s larger percentage of the
taxes levied on inprovensnts would be listed as under

”

develepnent since it is within this classification
that all nineral proprty utilised in exploitation is
required to be listed, under provisions of Section
58-77h of the Gods of 195015. Ä g

An examination of the division of
mlneralownershipas between owners of land and other than

‘„

owners of land brought out an interesting fact
concerning the contribution of each of these groups ·

to the total tax levied on ninerals in each
7 7

classification. In the not under development
classification nlnerals owned by other than owners
of land were subjected tc 57 per cent of the total _
tax levied on minerals while in the under development
classification this sans group was suhjected te enly

16- aum. p. ss.
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29 per cent of the total tax. It may be seen from
this variation in relative contribution, that other
than owners of land were more apt to allow their
mineral holdings to remain in an undeveloped state
than were owners of such property.

Some measure of the impact of assessment and

taxation on mineral property was obtained by comparing
assessment and taxation figures with the value of
mineral production for the year 1950. A relationship
of 13 per cent was found to exist when the total

valuation of mineral property was compared with the

value of minerals produced. This relationship gives
an indication of the low ratio of aseessed value to

actual value which was applied to mineral property
A

in the year 1950. It is interesting to note that
since the value of mineral property represented only

13 per cent of the value of production, it was

theoretically possible for a mining property to

produce many times its assessed value in the

year 1950. A relationship of 0.A per cent was found

to exist when the total tax on all mineral property

was compared with the value of mineral production.

when mineral property under development only was g
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considered the relationship was found to be 0.1 per

cent. The letter relationship places the impact of

the tax on mineral property into perspective since,

theoretically, the under development classification

, contains all producing mineral property. Thus, it

would apear that the impact of the tax on mineral

property was very small when considered in relation

_ to the value of mineral production in the year 1950.
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V. MINERAL PROPERTY TAXATION IN OTHER sreras

In attempting to evaluate the system of mineral

taxation used in Virginia it was felt necessary to

compare the Virginia system with the mineral taxation

systems employed in other states. In making the study

of the taxation of mineral property in other states, a

two-feld approach was considered appropriate. The first

part of the study consisted of a detailed examination of

taxation procedures utilized in the five largest

bituminous coal-producing states, while the second part

of the study consisted of a brief survey of states which

provide for special treatment of mineral property

taxation.
It was felt that by utilizing a combined approach,

insight as to how favorably the Virginia assessment

procedure compares with procedures used in states having

similar mineral industries might be gained; while at the

same time consideration might be given to procedures

used in other states which might prove adaptabls fer I

use in Virginia.
·
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The states of West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Kentuchy,

Illinois, and Ohio were selected for detailed study of
mineral assessment procedures. The selection of these
states was appropriate because of their geographicé
proximity to Virginia and because they represent the

five states that outrank Virginia in bituminous coal
_ production, as shown in Table IX.

In surveying the taxation procedures relative to

mineral property utilized in the five states an effort
was made to present a concise review of the real estate

assessment procedures affecting mineral property, and

special emphasie was placed on features peculiar to each

of the five states.
e

West Virginia

The laws pertaining to the assessment of general

property in west Virginia are contained in Chapter ll

of the West Virginia Codel. Chapter 11 contains a

1. State of West Virginia, *M e; j»g *„¤. !„:
Assessors (Charleston, 195: , pp. 59-90.
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TABLE IX

.Qaa1ä.<1L1ss;.es£msuaed
in Lhsäalaad äxéssaas, 19.51

State , Rank Productionl
thousand

. net tons

West Virginia 1 156,8A2
Pennsylvania 2 85,365
Kentucky 3 W ‘ Zg,667Illinois 3 A 36,22;
Ohi
Virginia 6 29:506
Indiana 7 15,8Al
Alabama 8 13,260Tennessee lg g,g;g
Utah
Colorado 11 3:592
Missouri 12 2,97 ‘
North Dakota 13 2,561
Oklahoma 1A 2,195
Wyoming 15 2,117
Iowa 16 1,312
Kansas 17 7A9Maryland 18 7A8
Arkansas 19 508
Montana 20 A13
washington 21 360
New Mexico 1 22 137Other states •· 885
Total &92,70A

1. Includes production if anäé in Alaska, Arizona,
Georgia, daho, Michigan, rth Carolina, Oregon,
South Dakota, or Texas.

Source: United States Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Mines, Mgnersl Yearbgää, 1251,Vol. II (Washington, A , p. .
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provision for the election of county assessors whose

duties include the yearly assessment of all real
property within their jurisdictions at the true and ,
actual value thereef. The duties of the State Tax

Commissioner are also enumerated in Chapter ll, which

include the responsibility for seeing that all levies,

both state and local, are enforced. In carrying out

this responsibility the commissioner is empewered to

employ experts to examine and report on the different

kinds and classes of property located within the ,
state in order to obtain the true value of auch

property for assessment purposes. This expert

assistance is made available to county assessors,
county courts, and the State Board of Public Works•

The provision for expert appraisal of various types

of property undoubtedly could be applied to the _

assessment of mineral lands•

In West Virginia, land is defined es "A portion

of the earth's surface, together with the worth below

it, the space above it, and all things annexed thereto
by nature or man”2. The use of the term ”the earth,

2, State of West Virginia, Qgä%g_§g;;§ggg_!;;g;g;g
ggggggggg (Charleston, 195 , p. 3l•
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below it" in this definition refers to any minerals [

contained within the land and thereby provides a basis
for the inclusion of mineral values in the gross value
of ordinary real estate for ad valorem taxation purposes.

Under Chapter ll of the West Virginia Code no
special provisien is made for the listing and ad valorem(
assessment of mineral property. Such property is
included in the ad valorem assessment levied on
ordinary real estate, and the information as to the
proper value of mineral lande ascertained by the
technical appraisals referred to above, may or may
not be utilized at the discretion of local appraisers.

In addition to the ad valorem taxaticn of
mineral property, the state of West Virginia imposes
a privilege tax, to which a surtax has been added, on
the gross prcceeds derived from minerals produced
within the state}. A schedule of natural resources

and the rates levied thereon is shown in Table X. The
privilege tax is computed according to the rates shown
in Table X, but is then reduced by ten per cent in
arriving at a net tax payable by mineral producers.

3. Virginia Commission to Study Taxation of Natural
Resources, (Richmond,1950). p. 1 .
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X TABLE X

Privilege Ta; Rates,gg Natural Resources,
ätatcaäässtllaaiaic

Natural Resource Normal Tax With Surtax
on Gross of 0.3 ot

Proceeds of Normal Tax
Production .

% ß
Goal

6
1.0 1.3

Limestone or sandstone,
quarried or mined 1.5 1.95

Blast furnace clay 3.0. 3.9

Sand, gravel, or other
mineral products, not . 3.0 3.9
quarried or mined d .

Other natural resource
„ products 2.0 2.6

Surce: Virginia Commission to Study Taxation of
Natural Resources, Sääage Doiääegg
No. 16 (Richmond, l , p. . X
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Mineral producers are given the right to deduct from
the proceeds of production all payments made to owners
of working intereste before the privilege tax is
computed. _

west Virginia, then, combines a privilege tax
with an ad valorem levy on real estate in effecting

Y

the taxation of mineral property located within the
state. ”

Legislation was passed in Pennsylvania on
May 22, 1933h which reserved real property for the
exclusive use of localities es a source of revenue.
The legislation provided that real estate be assessed
at fair market value for taxation purposee„ No e

special provisions were made for the assessment of
mineral property located within the state5, and
Pennsylvania does not employ expert assistance in the

u. Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Tax Research
Department, Tax b te s Thi e . E
(NewYork,5.
Commonwealth ef Pennsylvania, LegislativeReference Bureau, §;ggg_§g;gg;gg*_ßgggggg,

(äarrisburg, 195b •
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appraisal of mineral landsé. Thus, mineral property is)

evaluated by local assessore and the value of mineral
property is added to the value of surface lande for

(

taxation purposes.

Kentucky

The assessment of mineral property in the state of

Kentucky is accomplished under provisions of the general

property tax?. Each year the various county

taxcommissionersare required to assees all real property
lying within their jurisdiction at fair cash value.

E

Upon completion of the assessment, a tax roll is made up

and forwarded to the State Department of Revenue which
reviews the roll and returns it to the county tax
commissioner with recommendations concerning any needed

changes. The county board of supervisors hears any

complaints concerning possible erroneous aseeesments,

and is empowered to review and change any assessment

on recommendaticn of the tax commiseioner, State

6. Virginia Commission to Study Taxation of Natural
Resources, §gggtg_Qggggggt_§g,_l§ (Richmond, 1950),pp- 63-61..

7. Commonwealth of Kentucky, Department of Hevenus,
Tg; Faggg, g Dggegt gf Kggggggg Tax ggg;

~ (Frankfort, 195h), pp. 79·83.
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Department of Revenue, or other governmental offieials.

The tax rolls are then turned over to the county clerk

who submits a final recapitulation to the State

Department of Revenue. Any parties still aggrieved

may appeal to the Kentucky Tax Commissioner fer

correction. h _

The Kentucky Tax Commission adjusts property

assessments among the various counties and makes

adjustments in individual cases in an effort to

. accomplish an equitable assessment. The corrected K

assessments are then returned to the various counties

for use in levying taxes.
3

The general property tax is levied under

provision of Sections 132.020, 132.190, 132.220, and

13u.020 of the Statutes of 19b88. In Kentucky the

Hoskold formulag is used in determining the present

value of mining properties for taxation purposes. The

Hoskold formula is stated as follcwss
I

8. Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Tax Research
Department,
reÄEELÄZQEQERusw York, 1953 . PP• 17-l=•

9. girginia Commission to Stud§ Taxetion ef Natural
esources, §ggggg_§ggggggg__gg_1§_(Richmond, 1951),

pp. 6h-65. K
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Value of mine • ——————————J——-—————-
+ rz(l + r1)“

· 1
where:

A • annual payment
p • interest rate on capital redemption1 (•1¤k1¤g fund)
,-2 • speculative interest rate

n ¤ expected life of the mine, years.

The Hcskold formula definee a mine as a wasting

asset and determines the necessary deduction from mine
income needed to build a sinking fund which when inveeted
at a given rate, will equal the capital originally
invested therein at the time of exhaustion of the mine.
The formula also reducee the remainder of the man
income to a present worth in arriving at the value of‘

q the mine. In applying the formula the life of a coal
mine is assumed to be ten years, unless proven to be ‘

less by its owners. The anticipated future earnings are

computed at the rate of seven per cent per year on
capital stock plus eurplus. The anticipated earning

figure is then reduced to present worth using seven per
cent as the earning rate and three per cent as the sinking

fund rate. In Kentucky, a 25 per cent salvage value is
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then added to the present value of mining property and a
net present value of the property is computed. This
value, however, is then lowered by an equalization factor
in order to bring it into line with local aeseesments
made on other types of property.

While no special provision is made for separate
listing of mineral property, such property is subjected
to the general property tax in Kentucky.

Illinois s 3

Under the laws of the state of Illinoislo the
taxation of real property is accomplished under
provisions of the general property tax. Under the
general property tax assessments are at fair market
value and the proceeds from the tax on real property
is reserved for use by localities.

C

The general property tax makes no special
provision for the assessment and taxation of mineral
property. The value of mineral property is included
in the assessment on ordinary real estate and subjected
to the real estate tax levied thereon. In determining

10. Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Tax Research
Department, “„e· »a;1 e fé T1 sie 1 $1. «»
gf Tg; Syggegg New ’ork, 1*53 , pp. h•15.
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the assessed valuation of mineral property the value of

minerals produced is considered. The Illinois

Department of Revenue provides assistance to local

assessors in securing valuation information for any

special class of propertyll, but there is no 1

requirement that this information be utilized by local

assessment officials• 2

5 Ohio

vln Ohio the county auditor is responsible for the

assessment of all real propertylz. The auditor is

required to make an appraisal of the taxabls value of

all real estate and improvements thereon every six

years, or as conditions dictate. The auditor is

empowered to employ expert assistance in appraising

various classes of real property and it is the duty of

the experts to ascsrtain relevant facts, descriptlons,

and other information having a bearing on the value of

real estate under consideration. The county auditor ls

ll. State of Illinois 5 ge ·* „;„· .=e .·»„e
·Property (8pringflel·, *59 , p. 1.

*2* „22„°°°, °gg2gg°2*„ggg*’?Eää‘2ä“äää„2€ $3§3'§}°3g.2?%%=}%¥
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g required to determine the taxable value of all real

property from the best sources available. Thevaluationof

real property must be accompliehed in accordance with

the rules set forth by the State Board of Tax Appraisals.

This agency issues to each couuty auditor instructions
concerning the percentage to be added to property values

within the various counties every six years in order to

ensure uniformity of assessment. x

In reviewing the tax laws of Ohio several

provisions dealing directly with mineral assessment were

noted. Section 57l3.0hl3 provides for separate listing

of the intereets in surface lande and mineral rights

when held by different persons. Section 5713.051h
6

provides that when surface lande or mineral holdings,

whether held by one or more persons, increase $100 in

value in a given year, such property is required to be

listed by the county auditor at the increased value

regardless of the six—year requirement mentioned above.

When the surface or mineral holdinge decrease in value

$100 or more in a given year, the auditor is required

”·lk.
Qbgg., pp. 135-36. I
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tc adjust the assessment of such property accordingly.

In cases where the surface and mineral interest: become

the property of different perons in years between

general reassesements, the aggregate value ef such lande,

including mineral rights, is determined and divided

between the various owners of the surface and minerals

for assessment purpesesls,

The Ohio general property tax in providing for,

p special listing of surface and mineral holdings,

recognizes the separate nature of these interest:.

However, mineral property taxation is accomplished by

the application of real estate tax rates to the esseseed

value of property contained in the special mineral

classification.

”‘
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S eg
e

rgThissection of the study concerns special measures
used by various states for mineral taxation. In this

section consideration is confined to the taxation
procedures affecting auch minerals as coal, iron,
metalliferous ores, stone, and other tyes of hard
mineral products. The taxation of oil and natural gas6 has been omitted due to the limited occurrence of such
minerals in Virginia, and special emphasis was placed
on methods of taxing mineral properties which might be

utilized in Virginia. e
Much of the material found in this section is based

on data contained in a study of the taxation of natural

é ·resourc•s by W. H. Whitelé. The data were compiled by 3

means of a questionnaire directed to tax officials in

the various states.
Also utilized as source material for this section

(was data compiled by the Tax Research Department of _

16. Virginia Commission to Study Taxation of Natural
Resources, Sgggge Dggggggg NQ. 16 (Richmond, 1951),
pp 63-67 and 93-103. ( —
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Commerce Clearing House, Inc., in 195217, and supplemented

in 195318. No attempt has been made to evaluate the
‘ procedures used in each state since the procedures were

examined for comparative purposes only.

( Alabama
Alabama levies a tax on iron and coal according to

the number of tons mined. The State Department of ~

Revenue is responsible for administering iron and coal

taxes, and possesses broad powers relative to auch

taxation. The department, with the Covernor's approvel,

may raise or lower various mineral tax rates.

The tax rate on coal mined in Alabama is one and

one-half cents per ton, and that on iron ore is three

cents per ton.

17. Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Tax Research
Department, ‘;„ S r :¤e ‘;„aH»«; A ~g ; •.
(New York, 1952 , pp. 221-2h.

18. Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Tax Research
DqmMmmm,S„•;~q_ •T*„$¥1· e„.«
gg Tg; Sgsgggg ew ’ork, l°5 , pp.

k~5”.
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' Arizona

The sales tax law of Arizona makes a special levy

on gross proceeds of sales or income derived from certain
occupations, including mining. The gross income derived

(

from mining, quarrying, or smelting of limestone, sand, y
(

(
gravel, copper, gold, silver, and other mineral products,

compounds, or combination of mineral products, is taxed

at a rate of one per cent.

Arkansas
r

The severance of natural products from the soil and

water provides the basis for special taxation of natural

resources in Arkansas. Tax rates uhich apply to various

minerals are as follows: (l) barite, bauxite, titanium,

and other metal ores, ten cents per ton; (2) coal and

lignite, one cent per ton; (3) gypsum, limestone, and

silica sand, one cent per ton; (A) crushed stone,

five mills per ton; and (5) diamonds, £uller's earth,

asphelt, sulphur, salt, and other natural resources,

four per cent of market value at the point of production.

The severance tax is made against the producer but

if the minerals are sold before the tax is paid, the

purohaser becomes liable for payment.
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Colorado

Owners of coal mines in Colorado are subjected to

a license fee which is levied at the following rates:
(1) less than 500 tone, $10, (2)

500 to 1000 tone,

$25, and (3) in excess of 1000 tone, $50. The
(

proceeds derived from license fees are paid into the

Coal Mine Inspection Fund. Also paid into thisfundare
proceeds from a severance tax of seven mills per ton

on coal mined.
Colorado also levies an ad valorsm property tax on

all metalliferoue mining property at the rate of 0.1 per

cent of the assessed valuation as determined by the

county assessor. Mines producing lead, copper,

gold,silver,or other precious metals, are assessed for

advaloremtax purposes at an amount equal to one-fourth

of the gross proceede for the preceding year or

one—fourth of the net proceeds derived from the

previous year's operation, whichever is greater.

y IdahoIn

Idaho a mine license tax of three per cent of

y the net profit of all mining operations ie levied. This

tax is levied in addition to the net income tax and the
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same income and operating expenses must be shown in

severance tax reports as is shown on the state income

tax return. In addition to the tax based on income, a

special tax is levied by means of applying ordinary

property tax rates to the net proceeds of mining

operations.

Louisiana

The state of Louisiana levies a general severance

tax on the quantity of natural resources severed from

the soil and waters of the state. Some of the subjects

levied against and the rates applicable theretounderthe
general severance tax are as followsz (1) seal,

lignite, and ores, ten eents per ton; (2) gravel,

three cents per ton; (3) stone, three cents per ten,

and (A) sulphur, $1.03 per long ton.
The severance tax imposed on sulphur production is

divided in such a manner that the parish in which the

sulphur is produced is given a one·third share of the

proceeds of the tax, not to exceed $100,000 in any one

year, while LO per cent of the taxes eollected on coal,

lignite, and ores is allocated to the parish in which
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production took place. The State Severance Tax Fund is

credited with the remaining proceeds of these taxes.

Minnesota
6

The state of Minnesota levies a severance tax on

the net value of all mineral ores produced within the

., state. In addition, a royalty tax is levied on all

royalties received for permission to explore, mine, take

out, and—remove mineral ores from the lande of the
6

state. There is also a tax on concentratee produced

from taconite and iron sulphides by enterprises within

Minnesota.
The severance tax is levied at a rate of ll per

cent of the value of ore brought to the surface, less

labor costs, costs of supplies, royalties paid, and a

percentage of the ad valorem taxes applicable tc that

portion of the total estimated tonnage mined.

A special concession is made by the state in order

to promote exploitation of low grade ore. This

concession consists of a credit allowed on the

severance tax equal to ten per cent of that part of

the cost of labor in excess of 50 cents but not in

excess of 66 cents per ton on mineral ore produced
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within a given year, and a 15 per cent deduction is

allowed on that part of the cost of labor in excess of
65 cents per ton. This credit, however, must not exeeed

75 per cent of the total tax imposed on underground and

c taconite operations, and 60 per cent of total taxes y

imposed on all other operations.

The Minnesota law also provides for a credit

against the severance tax, levied on the production of

any mine, of 0.67 per cent of the tax for each one per

cent of the total production of iron ors which is

converted into pig iron, sponge iron, or powdered iron

within the state. This credit may be taken in lleu of

the credit allowed against the severance tax discussed
I

above.The
Minnesota royalty tax is imposed on all

royalties received for permission to explore, nine, take

out, and remve ore from the ground. The tax is levied

at the rate of ll per cent on all royalty payments

received by ownere of mineral property. Companiesé

subject to the occupation tax are exempt from the state

income tax, but those receiving royalty income must pay

income tax on total gross income.
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i In Minnesota, mineral property is also subjected to

an ad valerem property tax. Iron ors is assessed at 50

per cent of its true value which represents the highest

level ef assessment en any real property located within

the state.
Aloe included in the Minnesota taxation system ie p

a levy en the quantity ef merchantable concentrate

produced from tacenite and iron sulphide. The rate of

this levy is five cente per ton with a proportionate

increase of one mill for each one per cent that the iron

content of these concentrates exceeds 55 Per cent. This

tax is levied in lieu of all other tares on tacenite

and the equipment used in cencentrate production. The

tax, however, does not replace the severance and royalty

taxes mentiened above.
M

In an effort to encourage the development of low,

grade ore, Minnesota law provides that a general

property tax of $1 per aere ay be levied in any year

in which at least 1QOO tens of iron ere ssassssraeg are

not produced from any hO—acre tract containing taconite

or iron sulphides within the state. „
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(Missouri

The state of Missouri imposes a small severance tax

on several mineral products. The rates of this tax are

as follows: (1) lead or sine concentrate, three cents

per ton, (2). lead er eine cartonate and eine silicate,

1.5 centa per ton, (3) coal and clay, two mills per ton,

and (h) shale, one mill per ton. Aside from these -

limited leviee, no special taxes on mines and minerals

are imposed in Missouri.

Montana

In Montana the state leviee a tax on the following
· mineral products: metal, coal, oement, carbon black,

mica, and silica. Mines and mining properties producing

gold, silver, coper, lead, or any other metal are

required to obtain a license and in addition pay a

graduated severance tax on the value of the production

of such mines and mining operations. The license fee

is $1 per year, while the severance tax varies according

to the gross value of production, as follows: ‘

(1) $100,000 to $250,000, 0.26 per ¤•¤e, (2) $250,000
to $&00,000, 0.50 per cent; (3) $&00,000 te $600,00,

0.75 Por cent, and (A) over $600,000, 1.00 per cent.
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Goal production is subjected to severance taxation

on the qnantity of merohantable coal mined, assessed,

or sold, and mine operators must pay a tax of five

cents per ton for all production in excess of 50,00

tons.
C

_ The production of vermiculite, perlite, kerrite,

maconite, or any other micaceous minerals or hydrous

silicates is also subjected to a form of eeverance
taxation. The rate on concentrates of these minerals

is five cents per ton.

Nevada 1

There is no severance tax levied in Nevada.

Mineral properties are, however, subjected to a form

of general property taxation. The tax consists of the p

application of general property tax rates, both state

and local, to the net proceeds resulting from mining

operations. The net proceeds are determined by

deducting from gross income the costs incurred in

mining operations. The assessment of mining property

is a function of the State Tax Commission, and collection
of the tax is accomplished by the several county

treasurers.
C
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New Mexico

In New Mexico a severance tax is imposed on natural

resources. Mineral products are taxed on gross value as

determined by deducting from sales value the cost of

processing natural products. The following rates are

imposed under the tax: (1) potash, 2.5 per cent,

(2) copper, 0.5 per cent, and (3) coal, gold, lead,

silver, sine, and other minerals, 0.125 per cent.

The state of New Mexico also levies a gross incom

tax of two per cent on potash production and 0.5 per

cent on other natural resource production.

Owners of mineral property in New Mexico are allowed

to pay a general property tax on the value of real and

personal property utilized in mining operation: in lieu

of the tax on mineral production discussed above.

Icrth Dakota

Ownership of mineral rights in real property is

subjected to taxation in Nerth Dakota when severed from

corresponding surface rights. The rate applied to such

property is three cents per acre. This tax, however,

does not apply to mineral leases held for develoment
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purposes, and when mlnlng operations are carrled on the
T

lmposltlon of the tax ceases•

Oklahoma

A severance tax ls levled on mlnerals ln Oklahoma.

The levy places a tax of 0•75 per cent on the gross value

of asphalt, and ores bearlng lead, eine, jack, gold,
silver, and copper. §

The lmposltlon of the tax ls made in lleu of all

other taxes on natural resources lmposed by the state,

countles, or local dlstrlcts. Minerale on hand,

equipment, tools, uachlnery, and property not used ln

production, however, are not exempt from the ordlnary g
‘ property tax.

Oregon

The state of Oregon lmposes an annual corporate

license fee based on authorlzed capital stock. Thls fee

ls pald by all corporatlons engaged ln the production of

natural resources; However, should a mlnlng

corporatlon's annual output fall to reach the value of

$1,00, a $10 license fee may be pald ln lleu of the fee

based on the amount of authorized stock. A
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South Dakota

_ A severance tax is imposed in South Dakota on the

value of all natural resources mined, severed, or
extracted from the lande of the state in excess of
100,000 tone. The tax is levied at the rate of four per
cent of the value of mineral production and ie imposed
in lieu of all other state taxes on mlneral property. 3

· ·UtahA

tax of one per cent of the gross amount received
for, or gross value of, metalliferous oree sold in the
state, ie levied in Utah. Under this tax, provision ie

s n made for the exemption of the first tso,oo of minerals
produced from one claim or from several claime operated
under the same ownership. The tax is paid annually and
the proceeds of the levy become a part of the State

General Fund. Utah also levies an ad valorem tex
· based on an asseseed valuation of ts per aore plue

the sveéage of net annual proceede for a three•year

3 period derived from metalliferous mines, 3
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Washington

In Washington, operations of mineral·producing
enterprises are classified as extractore under the state

sales tax law. Under this law all extractore are
required to pay a 0.25 pr cent tax on the value of
various natural resources produced by them within the
state. The state also levies an ad valorem tax en
mineral property and employs special technical appraisers

s on a full·time hasis to aesist in the valuation ef
mineral lande for taxation purposes.

U

äumu
The methods utilized in the taxation ef mineral lande

and minerals in the five largest bituminous coal-producing
states are quite similar. Each state relies on an ad

” valorem system of real property taxation, administered

primarily at the local level. The valuation of mineral
holdings is included in the total value assessed on
ordinary real estate in all of the states except Ohio

T
which provides for special listing of such property. In

all of the five states the assessment of mineral lande is
a £unction_of local assessment officere and no provieion
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is made for the employment of technical assistants on an

full-time basislg. In several of the states assistance
in the appraisal of special classes of property is
available to local assessment officers. It is net clear,
however, whether or not such assistance is utilised in
the appraisal of mineral property in thesestates.Of

special interest is the use of a severanee tax
based on the gross proceeds of mineral production in
West Virginia. The use of this levy places West Virginia
in the position of being the only state auong the six
leading bituminous coal producers to deviate from a total
reliance on an ad velorem tax in the taxation of mineral
properties.

5

In the 17 states providing for special mineral ·

taxation, a variety of levies were employed in taxation
of mineral property. In lk of these states various forms
of severance taxes based on quantity or value of mineral
production have been levied. Net income has also been
used as a basis for special severance levies in several
of the states. These severence taxes have been utilized
both as a substitute for ad valorem taxation and asa

19. toätudäpp.
63-6k.
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supplement to auch taxation of mineral property. Thus,

the traditional system of ad valorem assessment is still

utilised in a number of states, but various forms ot

severance taxation have also been brought into use in

an effort to broaden the tax base and make mineral
taxation a more satisfactory source of state and local

revenues.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The principle of separate listing of the value of
the surface of mineral lande and the minerals contained
therein when owned by different persons was established
by the Act of 1860. No significant change was made in the
procedure for the taxation of mineral property until
additional legislation was passed in the year 1903. The
Act of 1903 expanded the principle of separate listing by
providing that mineral lande under development;
improvements, fixtures, and machinery thereon; and
mineral lande not under development, whether held by one
or several persons, be listed separately for tax

6

purposes. The Act of 1903 also brought the State
Corporation Commission into the mineral taxation

procedure by placing upon that agency the responsibility
for examining the assessments made on mineral property
by commissioners of the revenue and initiating action
for correction of erroneous assessments. The Act of 1910

y expanded the role of the State Corporation Commission by
allowing that agency to hire special mineral assessors
whose duties included working with commissioners of the
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revenue in the appraisal of mineral property. The
appraisals made by the special assessors were used by
the State Corporation Commission in actions for the
correction of erroneous assessments. The Act of 1912
further expanded the State Corporation Comm1ssion's role
by requiring that the special mineral assessors and
commissioners of the revenue make a joint assessment of 6

mineral property. This mandatory provision for joint
assessment of mineral property was a significant
departure from the total reliance on the local _

commissioners of the revenue in the accomplishment of
the separate assessment of mineral property which had
been the practice since passage of the Act of 1860.
The provision for joint assessment was continued in

effect until the passage of the Act of 1928. This act
removed the State Corporation Commission entirely from
the mineral property assessment procedure. The Act
of 1928 reinstituted the basic provisions of the Act
of 1903 except for that requiring the State Corporation

A Commission to play a part in the mineral assessment
procedure. The provisions of the Act of 1903, with the

exception noted above, have been continued in force with
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only minor changes until the present time. The assumption
of a role in the mineral assessment process by the State
Corporation Commission in 1903 and the gradual expansion.
of that role until 1928 was undoubtedly an attempt to
effect an equitable assessment of mineral property based
on accurate appraisal data.

A provision was made for the possible reentry of
a state agency into the mineral assessment procedure in·
legislation passed in 1950. This legislation enabled
the State Department of Taxation to make appraisals
of mineral property in order to obtain accurate data 9

to be used as a basis for the distribution of state
equalization funds. The results of any appraisals
made by that department were to be made available to
localities but there was no requirement that such
appraisals be used in the assessment of mineral property.
The study of six counties revealed that as of the fall
of 1959 no appraisals had been made therein under
provisions of the Act of 1950. Thus, the Act of 1950

was merely enabling legislation, and at the present time
the responsibility for making assessments on mineral
property remains entirely the responsibility of local
commissioners of the revenue.
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The actual procedures utilised in appraising

mineral property were found to differ substantially
among the counties included in the study. The practice
of classifying only the acreage mined out during the

tax year as under development, the custom in five of

the six counties studied, leads to the conclusion that
I

hcommissioners of the revenue in these counties are not
adhering to the definition set forth in the case of

Interstate Goal Company versus the Commonwealth. In
I

this case mineral land under development was defined as

the entire body of land underlaid with coal upon which

mining operations had been opened. In several counties

commissioners of the revenue failed to consider d I

economic factors such as seam thickness, quality of

the mineral, and location of the deposit in appraising

the value of mineral property. In several cases a

flat assessment was set on a per acre basis. Aleo
noted was the listing of an excessive amount of ,
acreage within the not under development classification

in several counties. It would appear that a siseable

amount of this property was improperly classified since

it was doubtful that a great deal of the acreage would

ever lend itself to economic exploitatlon. Because of

the questionable practicesunoted above and the lack of
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uniformity in the accomplishment of mineral property
assessment from county to county, it may be concluded y
that the assessment is not being accomplished in an
equitable manner. This conclusion must be based on
material contained in the study since more prscise
measures of mineral property assessment equity were not
available.

Because of the inequalities noted above the survey
of seventeen states providing for the special taxation
of mineral property took on added significance. The
most interesting fact brought to light by the survey ·
was the wide use of severance taxation in the seventeen
states since it might appear that such a levy might

i

prove useful in Virginia. But, imposition of a state
severance tax in Virginia would seem to require a prior
amendment to the state constitution which presently
prohibits state levies on real estate and tangible g
personal property except the rolling stock of public
service corporatione. Mreover, it is doubtful that
severance taxation of mineral property would
effectively solve the basic problem of equalizing the
tax burden within the various counties without
disrupting the financial structure of the counties.
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The imposition of a severance tax in addition to the

present ad valorem tax on mineral property by the state

government, which is the usual practice, would provide

the counties with slightly increased revenue should

a portion of the receipts from the severance tax be

w redistributed to the counties. This increase in
revenue would not prove of much benefit to the countiesu

since present revenues are sufficient to meet financial

needs of the counties. Should a severanee tax be _
imposed by the state as a replacement for the existing

‘ ad valorem tax it is not likely that the counties with

extensive mineral deposits would receive eufficient

revenue from any redistribution of the proceeds
V

derived therefrom to meet county revenue requirements.

A locally-imposed severance tax would not be a practical

solution to the problem of taxing mineral poperty,

either, since such a tax might place the mineral e

i products of the various counties at a competitive

disadvantage with those produced elsewhere. Thus, in

Virginia, improvement in the administration of the
·

traditional ad valorem tax would provide a more

effective means of accomplishing equitable taxation of
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mineral property than would the imposition of a severance

levy on such property.
Since the primary purpose of this study was to

appraise the present mineral property taxation situation

existing in Virginia, it was felt that specific
suggestions as to how the procedure might be improved

should be made. The basic problem encountered in the

present mineral assessment procedure is the lack of a

accurate data as to the extent and value of mineral

property, and it is evident that technical assistance in

determining this data is needed by comissieners of the

revenue. Opinions as to the accuracy with which the

extent and value of mineral property may be determined

by geologists and mining engineers vary considerably.

In the appraisal of coal, one authority in the mineral

field stated that the determination of the extent and

value of such deposits was an extremely difficult task

and often subject to substantial errorl. ln authority

in the field of property taxation held that with the aid _

of experts in the mineral field, a degree of appraisal
4

accuracy equal to that obtainable in the appraisal of
‘ T

l. Personal interview with Charles T. Holland, Head of

. , S. E . Y.
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other classes of property, was possible in the appraisel
of coal depositsz. These statements are especially

significant since coal is Virgin1a's most extensive
mineral resource. It would appear that even though ,
the determination of the extent and value of mineral
property might be subject to substantial error, such
data would provide a much more equitable basis upon which
the assessment of mineral property might be made than is
currently available to commissioners of the revenue. An
agency such as the Virginia Geological Survey might
provide appraisal assistance since its present function
might be easily expanded to include the appraisal of
mineral property. The provision of assistance of this
type could be placed on a voluntary basis in the same

·

manner as the assistance provided localities by the State

Department of Taxation in accomplishing the periodic
reassessment of ordinary real estate. The proposed

procedure would provide a means of accomplishing an

accurate assessment and in so doing allow for a stricter
adherence to the principle of ad valorem taxation of

mineral property. g

7
2. Harold M. Groves, (Ath ed.,

New York, 195ß), Pp. 30 -07.
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A measure of the impact of the mineral property tax
relative to the value of mineral production was revealed

when the revenue derived from mineral property both
under development and not under developent, and mineral
property under development only was compared to the total
value of mineral production for the year 1950, The

relationship of mineral property both under development
and not under develoment was found to be 0.h per cent

I while that for property under develoment only was found
to be only 0.1 per cent. It may be concluded from these
relativoly small percentagcs that mineral property might
bear a·substantially greater tax than was levied on it
in the year 1950 before the total tax burden might be

considered excessive. With respect to setting ad valorem
tax rates it should be noted that such rates must be set
with care in order to bring about a proper exploitation
of mineral property. A high ad valorem tax rate may

cause mineral holdings to be worked out at an excessive
rate; while a low ad valorem tax rate may prompt owners
to allow mineral deposits to remain in an undeveloped

state. It must be pointed out, however, that

localities are limited in the manipulation of tax rates

on mineral property since the same tax rates apply to
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all classes of real property. Thus, owners of ordinary W
real estate and the revenue needs of localities dictate
to what extent real property tax rates my be adjusted.

It ie important, therefore, that proper utilization be

made of the ad valorem tax on mineral property presently

in effect in order to provide localities with the
necessary operating revenues and at the same time

promote the orderly development of V1rginia's mineral

resources.
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TABLE X1

Assessed Valuatione £g;_Tgg Assessment Year 1950 gg Mineral Lands

ggg Mgnerals, Bgtg Under Develgggegt ggg ägg Ugder Devgloggeng

County Number of Value of Value of Value of Minerale Total Value
Acres Land Improve— gg Land,

g -man S Owned by Owned or Total mgnägivgnd
Owners of Leased by Minerale

Land Others than
3 Owners of

Land

Albemarle 1,487 6 6,670 6 18,100 6 20,630 6 -- 6 20,630 6 47,400
gA1leghany 663 1,462 2,500 4,365 2,020 6,365 10,347
»Amnerst 3,599 19,445 84,229 13,580 3,740 17,320 120,994

Augusta 4,848 21,408 369,485 21,135 10,830 31,965 422,858
Bath 4,312 15,700 -— 38,050 6,000 42,050 59,750

‘/Bedford 3,137 5,912 1,275 7,790 8,480 1 ,270 23,457
“B1and 213 486 1,000 ·- ·· -· 1,486
Mßotetourt 35,051 68,295 145,705 69,215 gg,240 73,455 287,455
Buchanan 364,628 1,060,980 543,780 1,016,960 1,2 ,300 2,313,260 3,918,020
Buckingham 2,455 17,040 23,850 39,255 4,020 43,275 84,165

‘/Campbell 1,094 7,840 1,580 100 850 950 10,370
~/Carroll 9,599 40,820 63,420 124,085 11,420 135,505 239,745

Chesterfield 5,579 109,120 8,360 34,540 820 35,360 152,840,,626 6;,, "·i.’:° "’·6§8 ,3383
Qickenson 212,ggl 829,é30 541,600 223,270 1,298,683 1,52%,ggg 2,892,ggg

67Fl d 1 2 00 -· 920 l, 4 , ,
Flääanna 1,440 9:580 3,600 1,830 -- 1,830 15,010
Frederick 7,590 6,210 10,810 1,623 1,ggg 3,ggg 22,ggg

*011 3,931 3 920 ·-Googäland ?,égi 13;:gäg 77,540 7,952 2,1ég 10,0gä 22;:égä
G |

—_ __

‘/H;1§?;x ’—— ·— —— ~- 3,910 3,910 3:910
Henrico -— ‘ 49,380 86,800 —- -- ·— 136,180
Isle of Night 3,117 26,455 17,325 ·- 3,675 3,675 47,455
Lee 40,324 152,170 526,940 171,570 76,110 247,680 926,790
>ä¤n¤gcm@rY 18,236 70,8936 54,973 27,849 32,699 60,548 186,414

6;,61666 11,111 66,204 513,325 8,551 32,440 40,991 620,520
Page 8,022 15,530 3,970 2,320 1,770 4,090 23,590
’Pittsylvania 1,405 15,060 10,660 3,800 1,100 4,900 30,620
Powhatan 7,533 68,510 36,890 -· 820 820 106,220
Prince Edward 294 1,190 10,000 20,000 ·— 20,000 31,190
/Prince George 124 164 52,700 12,000 -- 12,000 64,864

VRO&HOk8 1,194 10,910 26,400 3,750 4,140 7,890 44,300
“Rockbridge 19,8äO 37,254 12,600 1,510 •~ 1,510 51,364
Russell 36,7 7 98,295 48,040 134,425 112,820 247,225 393,580Sgogg 557 ä,770 7,985 19,928 42,ä 3

62:760 17,166 99:666 151:526
Tazewell 57,827 162,112 339,430 521,231 221,559 742,790 1,244,332
washington 1,117 10,915 78,240 12,310 5,600 18,110 107,265
wiss

” 187,525 1,120,800 2,436,000 1,305,160 734,620 2,039,780 5,596,580
Fgythe 22,848 104,460 218,770 43,820 37,220 81,040 404,270

1,098,782 84,407,470 86,432,052 84,008,728 83,967,183 87,975,911 $18,815,433

Source: Virginia Commission to Study Taxation of Natural Resources, Senats
Docgment No. 16 (Richmond, 1951), pp, 8l~82.



TABLE XII

Aseessed Valuations jgg_Tgg Assessment Year 1950 gn Mineral Lands
ggg Mggeralg ßgg Under uevelogmegg

County Number of Value of Value of Value of Minerale Total Value
Acres Land Improve· of Land,means Owned by Owned or Total mgäääovägdOwners of Leased by M1ne;a1sLand Others than

Owners of
Land

Albemarle 1,A87 6 6,670 6 18,100 6 20,630 6 —- 6 20,630 6 A7,A0O
JAlleghany 861 862 ·· 6,365 A,365 5,227
Amherst 3,36A 18,190 1A,075 A15 3,7A0 A,155 36,A20
Augusta 6,066 9,295 5,105 12,760 700 13,A60 27,860

,Bath A,297 3,700 —· 1,050 6,000 7,050 10,750
“Bedford 2,331 3,2A3 290 '290 5,015 5,305 8,838
“Bland ’ 136 136 —- ·- ·— ·· 136
aßotetourt 33,966 61,905 12,365 36,5A0 3,5A0 A0,080 11A,350
Buchanan 36A,26A 1,060,980 5A3,780 9AA,060 1,261,280 2,205,3AO 3,810,100
,Buck1ngham -- -- -· —~ 1,020 1,020 1,020

Uüampbell 1,09A 7,8A0 1,580 100 850 950 10,370
{Carroll 9,5A7 A0,200 5,920 A1,285 l1,A20 52,705 98,825
jChesterfie1d A,62A 78,600 5,260 13,720 820 lA,5A0 98,AOO
°Craig ·- -· ~- -- 7,110 7,110 7,110
Culpeper l,A09 8,370 500 850 ~· 850 9,720
_Dickenson 210,999 822,370 A09,AA0 223,270 1,119,760 1,3A3,030 2,57A,8A0
JFloyd 881 2,600 —- 920 1,3AO 2,260 A,860
Fluvanna 1,AAO 9,580 3,600 1,830 —- 1,830 15,010
grederick 7,301 3,990 310 -- 1,8AO 1,8AO 6,1A0
iles 3,931 3,920 —- 20 660 880 A,800

Goochland 8,955 128,785 71,8AO 6,352 2,119 8,A71 209,096
Greene 1,96A 5,866 -- -- 58 58 5,92A
Halifax —- —· —— —— 3,910 3,910 3,910
Henrico -· A9,380 86,800 —· —- ·· 136,180
Isle of Night 3,117 26,A55 17,325 -- 3,675 3,675 A7,A55
Lee 39,891 150,8A0 206,720 132,570 75,AlO 207,980 565,5AOMontgomery l6,AA8 6A,0A6 A1,263 l7,0A6 9,327 26,373 131,682
Nelson 7,67A 56,38A A1A,080 6,A76 31,8A0 38,316 508,780
Page 8,022 15,530 3,970 2,320 1,770 A,090 23,590
Pittsylvania —- —— ~— —- —- ——

--Powhatan 7,533 68,510 36,890 ·- 820 820 106,220
Prince Edward -· -— ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
Prince George ·— -· -- ·· ·· ·· ——
Roanoke -- ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··Rockbriuge 2,330 1,928 ·— 1,510 -- 1,510 3,A38
Russell 36,7Al 97,695 20,2A0 129,325 66,610 2lA,865 332,800
Scott 230 505 1,110 —· 12,683 12,683 12,298
Shenandoah 1,957 A,7A5 760 ,A60 7A5 1,205 ,710
Smyth l,0A0 2,800 390 1,570 17,100 18,670 21,860
Tazewell 57,688 150,A60 339,A30 A58,AA0 171,2A9 629,689 1,119,579
Washington 61 A90 170 60 1,530 1,590 2,250
Wise 1A6,892 920,190 2,A22,660 580,770 583,200 1,163,970 A,506,82O
Wythe 1A,026 36,570 2,550 7,AlO 28,310 35,720 7A,8A0

1,010,589 83,925,630 $A,686,523 82,6A6,AlA 83,A5A,581 86,100,995 8lA,713,1A8

Source: Virginia Commission to Study Taxation of Natural Resources, Senats
Document No. 16 (Richmond, 1951}, pp, 83-8A,



TABLE XIII

Assessed Valuations gg; Egg assessment Year 1950 gg Mineral Lands

ggg Minerale Under Degeloggegg

County Number of Value of Value of Value of Minerale Total Value
Acres Land lmprove- gf Land,

mente mprove—
Owned b Owned or Total
Owners gf Leased
byLandOthers than

Owners of1 Land

Albemarle ·— 8 ·— 6 ·· 8 ·· 8 ·· 8 ·· 8 ·—
qalleghany 2 ,600 2,500 •- 2,020 2,020 5,120
Amherst 235 1,255 70,156 13,165 —- 13,165 8k,57k
Augusta 760 12,113 36b,380 8,375 10,130 18,505 39h,998
Bath

‘ 15 12,000 —— 37,000 ·* 37,000 69,000
Jäedford 806 2,669 985 7,500 3,h65 10,965 1h,619
Blend 77 350 1,000 -- —· -- 1,350
Botetourt 1,085 6,390 133,3hO 32,675 700 33,375 173,105
Buchanan 36L -— —— 72,900 35,020 107,920 107,920
Buckingham 2,L55 17,0h0 23,850 39,255 3,000 h2,255 83,1h5
Campbell ·— -— ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
Carroll 52 620 57,500 82,800 -· 82,800 lL0,920
Chesterfield 955 30,520 3,100 20,820 -— 20,820 5h,Lk0
Crai —— ·· ·— —- --

—• ··
Culpäper 61 520 520 100 ·— 100 1,1h0
Uickenson 1,572 6,760 132,160 -— 178,920 178,920 317,8hO
Floyd —- ·— -— ·· -· -- -—
Fluvanna ·— ·— —— —- —· ·· --
Frederick 289 2,220 10,500 1,600 —· 1,600 1L,320
Giles —- —— —- —— ·- —- -—
Goochland 151 L,979 5,700 1,600 -· 1,600 12,279
Greene --

·— —— -- -·
-— --

Halifax ·· -· —— —• —— —• --
Henrico —· ··

-— ·— -· -— --
Isle of Might -— -- ·- —— —— —· --
Lee h33 1,330 320,220 39,000 700 39,700 361,250
Antgomery 1,788 6,8L7 13,710 10,803 23,372 3k,175 5h,732
Nelson 3,b37 9,820 99,2h5 2,075 600 2,675 111,7LO
Page —- ·— ~· —— —· -· -·
Pittsylvania 1,h05 15,060 10,660 3,800 1,100 L,900 30,620
Powhatan --

—- -— -— --
—— -—

Prince Edward 29L 1,190 10,000 20,000 •- 20,000 31,190
Prince George 12h 16h 52,700 12,000 ·~ 12,000 6h,86h
Roanoke l,19L 10,010 26,b00 3,750 h,1h0 7,890 Lh,300
Rockbridge 17,510 35,326 12,600 -— —· —~ h7,926
Russell L6 600 27,800 5,100 27,280 32,380 60,780
Scott 327 2,265 6,875 29,335 7,2h5 36,580 k5,720
Shenandoah 1,27h 1,805 12,3g0 1,630 ·· 1,630 15,775
Smyth 832 8,810 39,6 0 81,190 •— 81,190 129,660
Tazewell 139 11,652 -- 62,791 50,310 113,101 12L,753
Nashington 1,056 10,L25 78,070 12,250 L,270 16,520 105,015
Wise h0,633 200,610 13,3bO 72L,390 151,L20 875,810 1,089,760
Nythe 8,822 67,890 216,220 36,LlO 8,910 kß,320 329,h30

88,193 8L81,8h0 81,7h5,529 81,362,31L 8512,602 81,87&,916 8h,102,285

Source: Virginia Commission to Study Taxation of Natural Resources, Senate
Uogument No, 16 (Richmond, 1951), pp, 85·86,



TABLE XIV

lmguted Local Reel Progertg Taxes ;g;_§g; Assessment Year 1950 gg Mineral Lande

ggg Minerale, Both Under Oevelogmegt ggg ägg Under Develogmegt (äxcludigg

Local Levies Imgosed gg Incorporated Towns ggg Tgwn Purposee)

County Levy on Levy on Levy on Minerale Total Local
Land Improvements Levies on

Land,
4 Owned by Owned or Total 1mpP¤V¤·

Owners of Leased by méüßß. and‘ ,. Land Others than 91995918
Owners of G

Land

Albemarle $ 303.45 8 633.50 8 722.05 8 ·• 8 722.05 8 1,659.00
Alleghany 29.14 49.84 87.02 40.27 127.29 206.27
Amherst 480.12 2,105.73 339.50 93.50 433.0 3,024.85
Augusta 446.03 7,698.07 440.35 225.63 665.98 8,810.08
Bath 329.70 ·- 799.05 126.00 925.05 1,254.75
Bedford 136.00 29.33 179.20 195.08 374.28 539.61
Bland 18.12 37.27 -- ·-

-— 55.39
Botetourt 1,809.81 3,861.18 1,834.20 112.36 1,946.56 7,617.56
Buchanan 28,332.71 14,521.25 27,157.20 34,616.74 61,773.94 104,627.90
Buckingham 298.20 417.38 686.97 70.35 757.32 1.472.90
Campbell 160.73 32.39 2.05 17.43 19.48 212.60
Carroll 1,291.10 2,005.93 3,924.72, 361.21 4,285.93 7,582.96
Chesterfield 2,210.96 169.39 699.84 16.61 716.45 3,096.80
Craig --

•· —- 171.67 171.67 4 171.67
Culpeper 191.14 21.93 20.43 ·- 20.43 233.50
Dickenson 29,701.21 19,401.27 7,998.01 46,521.50 54,519.51 103,621.99
Floyd 65.00 —·_ 23.00 33.50 56.50 121.50
Fluvanna 191.00 72.00 36.00 —- 36.60 300.20
Frederick 133.51 232.42 34.40 39.56 73.96 439.89
Giles 84.28 ·- 0.43 18.49 18.92’ 103.20
Goochland W 2,675.28 1,550.80 159.04 42.38 201.42 3 4,427.50
Greene 131.99 —— —— 1.30 1.30 133.29
Halifax -· -- -- 60.72 60.72 00.72
Renrico 888.84 1,562.40 —— ·~ —- 2,451.24
Isle of Night 714.30 467.79 -~ 99.23 99.23 1,281.32
Lee 5,327.65 18,448.78 6,006.87 2,664.70 8,671.57 32,448.00
Montgomery 1,878.09 1,456.33 737.77 866.26 1,604.03 4,938.45
Nelson 1,158.57 8,983.19 149.64 567.70 717.34 10,859.10
Page 461.73 118.03 68.98 52.63 ·121.61 701.37
Pittsylvania 301.20 213.20 76.00 22.00 98.00 612.40
Powhatan 1,712.75 922.25 —- 20.50 20.50 A 2,655.50
Prince Bdward 26.18 220.00 440.00 —— 440.00 686.18
Prince George 2.05 658.75 150.00 ·- 150.00 810.80
Roanoke 175.17 462.00 65.63 72.45 138.08 775.25
Rockbridge 651.94 220.50 26.43 ·· 26.43 898.87
Russell 4,323.39 2,112.98 5,912.53 4,962.26 10,874.79 17,311.16
Scott 89.84 258.97 951.40 646.31 1,597.71 1,946.52
Shenandoah 98.26 196.51 31.35 11.18 42.53 337.30
Smyth 321.59 1,109.36 2,292.41 473.66 2,766.07 4,197.02

n Tazewell 4,387.26 9,186.02 14,106.12 5,996.07 20,102.19 33,675.47
Washington 409.31 2,934.00 461.62 217.50 679.12 4,022.43
Wise 38,430.35 83,526.34 44,751.74 25,188.88 69,940.62 191,897.31
dybhg 3,133.80 6,563.10 1,314.60 1,116.60 2,431.20 12,128.10,

$133,518.36 $192,460.18 $122,687.15 $125,742.23 $248,429.38 $574,407.92

Source: Virginia Commission to Study Taxation of Natural Resources, Senats
Document No. 16 (Richmond, 1951), pp. 87-88.



TABLE XV

Igggged Local Real Progertg Tages ggg Tag Assessment Year l950 gg üggegal Landg
and (äxeladms ..1e.«:.e1 Lexlea laaeasd

gg Ingorgorated Tgwns ggg Town Pgrggseg}

County Levy on Levy on E Levy on Minerale Total LcalLand Improvements Levies on
Owned by Owned or Total Im;i§$;_Owners of Leased by manga, andLand Others than MinaralaOwners of

Land

Albemarle 8 303.45 633.50 722.05 ·· _8 722.05 8 1,659.00
Alleghany 17.18 -— 87.02 -- 87.02 104.20Amherst 454.74 351.88 10.38 93.50 103.88 910.50Augusta 193.66 106.36 265.86 14.58 280.44 580.46Bath 77.70 -- 22.05 126.00 148.05 225.75Bedford , 74.60 6.67 6.67 115.37 122.04 203.31Bland 5.07 —— ·- —~ ·— 5.07Botetourt 1,640.49 327.67 968.31 93.81 1,062.12 3,030.28Buenanan 28,332.71 14,521.25 25,210.44 33,681.57 58,892.01 101,745.97Buckingham -- __ __ 17.85 17.85 17.85Campbell 160.73 32.39 2.05 17.43 19.48 212.60Carroll 1,271.49 187.25 1,305.81 361.21 1,667.02 3,125.76Chesterfield 1,592.57 106.58 277.99 16.61 294.60 1,993.75Craig -— -·

‘ -— 171.67 171.67 171.67Culpeper 179.96 10.75 18.28 -— 18.28 208.99Dickenson 29,459.05 14,667.02 7,998.01 40,112.20 48,110.21 92,236.28"°>’°‘ "5‘2° SE OG 223 ”‘5° §2‘ä3 8%*28F vanna 191. 0 . . -- . .Fiäderick 85.78 6.67 -— 39.56 39.56 132.01Giles 84.28 -- 0.43 18.49 18.92 103.20Goochland 2,575.70 1,436.80 127.04 42.38 169.42 4,181.92Greene 131.99 -— —— $ä.;g 6ä.%g 1äg.$gHalifax ·· -· •- . . .Henrico 888.84 1,562.40 ·· —· -— 2,451.24Isle of Night 714.30 467.79 -- 99.23 99.23 1,281.32Lee 5,281.09 7,237.51 4,641.43 2,640.19 7,281.62 19,800.22nontgomery 1,696.70 1.093.13 451.58 247.09 698.67 3,488.50Nelson 986.72 7,246.40 113.33 557.20 670.53 8,903.65Page 461.73 118.03 68.98 52.63 121.61 701.37Pittsylvania ·- ·- -— —— ··— ——
Powhatan 1,712.75 922.25 ~· 20.50 20.50 2,655.50
Prince Edward -— —— —· ·— —— ·—
Prince George —— ·— ·· —-

·· -—
Roanoke -— —— -— ·· ——

··Rockbridge 33.74 ·— 26.43 ·- 26.43 60.17Russell 4,297.00 890.23 5,688.21 3,762.38 9,450.59 14,637.82Scott 16.38 36.00 -~ 411.34 411.34 463.72Shenandoah 71.18 11.40 6.90 11.18 18.08 100.66Smyth 77.56 10.80 43.49 473.66 517.15 605.51Tazewell r 4,071.92 9,186.02 12,406.80 4,634.53 17,041.33 30,299.27Washington 18.37 6.38 2.25 57.38 59.63 84.38Niee 31,551.77 83,068.93 19,913.63 19,96.94 39,910.57 154,531.27Wythe 1,097.10 76.50 222.30 849.30 1,071.60 2,245.20

$119,874.90 $144,400.56 $80,667.32 $108,831.30 $189,498.62 $453,774.08

Source: Virginia Commission to Study Taxation of Natural Resources, SenateDocument No. 16 (Richmond, 1951), pp. 89-90.



2 TABLE XVI

_lggg;gd Lana; Rae; Progggty Tages gg; Ta; Asgessgent Year ggjwgn Mingral

täeslssiasgg
Incoroorated Towns ggg Town Purooses)

County Levy on Levy on Levy on Minerale Total Local
Land II!1p1"0V€lHGnbS Lgvigg gn

Land,
Owned by Owned or 2 Total Imprßvg-
Owners of Lßaßéd mgntg’ and

Land Others than Minerale
Owners of

Land

Albemarle 6 -- 8 -— 8 —- 8 —— 8 ·— 8 -—
Alleghany 11.96 #9.8# —— LO.27 k0.27 102.07
Amherst 31.38 1.753.85 329.12 —- 329.12 2,l1#.35
Augusta 252.37 7,591.71 17#.#9 211.05 385.5k 8,229.62
Bath 252.00 •· 777.00 ·· 777.00 1,029.00
Bedford 61.hO 22.66 172.53 79.71 252.2h 336.30
61end 13.05 37.27 -· —- -— 50.32
Botetourt 169.33 3,533.51 865.89 18.55 88h.## b.587.28
Buchanan —— -- l,9#6.76 935.17 2,881.93 2,881.93
Buckingham 298.20 #17.38 686.97 52.50 739.#7 1,&55.05
Campbell -· _ —· -· —- ··

—·
Carroll 19.61 1,818.68 2,618.91 —- 2,618.91 &,h57.20
Chesterfield 618.39 62.81 b21.85 ‘* k2l.85 1,103.05
Crai -· ·· i ·· ··

·• *'
Culpäper 11.18 11.18 2.15 -· 2.15 26.51
Uickenson 2h2.l6 k,73#.25 -- 6,h09.30 6,h09.30 11,385.71
Floyd —— ·— ·· ·· •* *•
Fluvanna -— ·— ·· ·· *· •'
Frederick k7.73 225.75_ 3#.#0 —- 3#.#0 307.88
G e ··

*• '* "
‘* **

Gäcäland 99.58 1l#.00 2 32-00 ·— 32-00 2*+5-58
Greene ·- ·· ·• •• ‘* **
Halifax ·· ··

*” ““ " '*
Henrico -· ··

·• ** *‘ *'
Isle of Night —· '* *“ '° ”* "
Lee 46.66 11,211.27 1,365.hÄ 2h.51 1,389.95 12,6h7.78
Montgomery 181.39 363.20 286.19 619.17 905.36 l,#h9.95
Nelson 171.85 1,736.79 36.31 — 10.50 #6.81 1,955.#5

Bäääsylvania 301.20 213.20 76.00 22.00 98.00 612.h0
Powhatan ··

•· ·* ** ’** “*

Prince eeward 26.18 220.00 AL0.00 —— #60.00 666.16
Prince George 2.05 658.75 150.00 -- 150.00 810.80
Hoanoke 175.17 #62.00 65.63 72.#5 138.08 775.25
Rockbridge 618.20 220.50 —· ·—

-· 838.70
Russell 26.39 1,222.75 22#.32 1,199.88 1,#2k.20 2,673.3h
Scott 73.#6 222.97 951.uO 23#.97 1,186.37 1,h82.80
Shenandoah 27.08 185.11 2h.#5 -- 2#.L5 236.6#
Smyth 2h#.03 1,098.56 2,2#8.92 •· 2,2#8.92 3.591.51
Tazewell 315.3b -• 1,699.32 1,361.5h 3,060.86 3,376.20
Nashington 390.9# 2,927.62 #59.37 160.12 6l9.h9 3,938.05
wiss 6,878.58 h57.A1 2#,838.1l 5,191.9ü 30,030.05 37,366.0n
wythe 2,036.70 6,u66.60 1,092.30 267.30 1,359.60 9,882.90

813,6#3.#6 $#8,059.62 $#2,019.83 $16,910.93 858,930.76 $120,633.8k

Source: Virginia Commission to Study Taxation of Natural Resources, Senats
Documeng Ne. lg (Richmond, 1951), pp. 91-92.
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ABSTRACT

MINERAL PROPERTY TAXATION IN VIRGINIA

All real property in Virginia, including mineral

lande, improvements thereon, and minerals, ie reserved
for locallties as a source of tax revenue. The ad valorem
taxation of mineral property has traditionally been a
responsibility of county commissioners of the revenue.
Because of the technical nature of mineral property
assessment and the lack of expert assistance available
to comissioners of the revenue, there ariees a question
as to the equity with which mineral property ie taxed•

Since coal is Virginia's most extensive mineral
resource, the study was confined to the ad valorem
taxation of coal property. It was found that often

economic factors auch as thickness of the seem, quality
of the coal, and location of the deposit are not

considered by commiseloners of the revenue in evaluating

coal property. Investigation: made in the large
coal·produc1ng counties revealed wide variatione in

assessment procedures, involving heavy rellance on
information obtained from the owners of coal deposits.
This indicates the probable existence of inequalitiee

in the assessment of mineral property.



A comparison of assessed valuation and the taxes
levied thereon with the value of mineral production
further indicates the existence of inequalities. It
was found that the taxes levied on all mineral property,
and the taxes levied on mineral property under

development only, amounted to 0.L and 0.1 per cent,
respeotively, of the value of mineral production. Also
indicated, but not conclusively, was a lower ratio of
assessed to actual value for coal property than for
ordinary real property.

A majority of the commissioners of the revenue
interviewed felt that improvements needed to be made
in assessment procedures in order to bring about a more

equitable ad valorem taxation of mineral property.
Assistance similar to that provided counties in the
assessment of ordinary real property by the State
Department of Taxation would seem a logical solution
to the problem of attaining accurate minerel property
assessment data. Such assistance might be properly
provided by the Virginia Geological Survey. The
provision of assistance in determining the extent and

value of mineral property would overcome the basic Ä
difficulty associated with the ad valorem taxation
ofauchproperty.



l.luestion 

1. In what year did the last general reassessment of real 
estate take place in your county? 

2. What ratio of assessed value to actual value is currently 
utilized in the assessment of real estate in your 
county? 

3. Did the last general reassessment of real property include 
the appraisal of mineral lands and minerals ? 

4. If not, when did the latest reappr aisal of mineral 
property take place in your county? 

5. At the time of the latest reappraisal of mineral 
property what methods were employed in determining 
valuation of the property? 

6. Have the provisions of Section 58-774.2 of the Code 
of ~950, re~ative to the making or a special assessmc~1t 
of mineral lands and minerals by the State Department 
of Taxation, been put into effect in your county? 

7. Has the state made available to your county any 
assistance in mineral property appraisal other than 
that provided during periodic reassessments'/ 

8. What official recorda concerning the assessment of 
mineral property are prepared and maintained in 
your county? 

9. What reports are required to be submitted to the 
commissioner of the revenue by coal producers 
operating within your county for use in the 
assessment procedure? 

l U. How are mineral lands and minerals divided into 
classifications for assessment purposes in your 
county? 

11. What evaluations are assigned to these assessment 
classifica tiollB 1 

12. How often are assessments challenged by the owners 
of mineral property in your county ? 

13. How accurately do you believe mineral lands and 
minerals are assessed in your countyY 

14. What suggestions have you to make which ma,y be 
utili zed in im~roving the ndneral ~ro~erty 
assessm~nt procedure in your county 'l 

15. Wo uld you be in favor of allowing a atate agency 
to take an activo role in the assessment of 
minerkl. lllllde and miner1<ls in your county'/ 

16. How equitably do JOU believe mineral provorty ohares 
i n tho over-all tax burden of your county < 

17. Would you be in favor of tt1e !l.dOJ ·tion of a fonn of 
yield o1· aeverMce t"!C baevd on tlithor 4uant1ty or 
value of mineral production ae a poMiiJh source 
of local reven1>e 'I 

18 .. Would you 1,., in favor of adopt.in11 n uy"tem of t.tu.nt1.on 
buoed on g roen or not income dar! ved frum mini..ng 
OJ >erationa located within your COUl>ty 'l 

.. 

County A 

1953 

20 % of 1940 market value 

OnlJ the surface of mineral 
lands 

Date unknown 

Valuation believed to have 
been accomplished by the 
State Department of Taxation 

No 

No 

County land book 

Annual report of mining 
operations showing the 
acreage actually mined 
during the preceding year 

Mineral property is divided 
as follows: under development, 
actually mined during the 
preceding year; not under 
development, all other mineral 
acreage including that mined 
out in prior years 

Under development1 ranges 
betveen $100 and tlOOO per 
acre depending on economic 
!actors such &I location, 
thickness of the aeam, etc.; 
not under development, ranges 
approximately between $15 
and $ll5 per acre 

Challenged about as often 
as ordinary real estate 
assessments 

Assessment is only fairly 
accurate 

A state agency would provide 
an effective means for 
accom~liehing mineral 
assessment 

Yes 

J>quitably 

Yes; go nerally in favor of 
a yield or severance tax 

No OJ >in.ton 

CHART I 

SUllllllary 2f. ASsessment Data Obtained £!:2!!! Six Commissioners 2f. tho llevenue 

County B 

1957 

10 % of actual market value 

Yes; a s pecial countJ board of 
appraisers reappraised all 
mineral l ands and minerals 
during the general 
reassessment of 1957 , 

See No. 3, above 

Valuations were made by a 
special county board of 
appraisers after consultation 
vit h the owners of mineral 
property. Membership of the 
board of appr aisers included 
a qualified engineer and 
other persons well acquainted 
with the mineral industry. 

No 

No 

County land book 

Annual report of mining 
operations showing acreage 
or tonnage actually mined 
during the preceding year. 
If tonnage of production is 
reported it is converted 
into acreage for use in 
assessment. 

Mineral property is divided 
as follows: under development, 
acreage of mineral seams mined 
during the preceding year; not 
under development, all other 
acreage of mineral seams 
including acreage mined out in 
prior years. As mineral 
acreage in this county often 
contains more than one seam of 
coal each seam is listed 
separately and it is possible 
for mineral acreage containing 
more than one seam to be 
assessed under both 
classifications. 

Under development, flat rate of 
$200 per acre is added to the 
not under development 
evaluation made on the same 
property; not under develoJXDent, 
ranges from $5 to $20 per acre 
depending on economic factors 
such ao location, thickness of 
the seam, etc , 

Challenged about as often 
as real estate assessments. 
Disagreements are usually 
worked out informally by 
the commissioner of the 
revenue and the owner. 

Assessment io very accurate 
at present due to the 
r eassessment of 1957 

None. Local pu raonn u.ro in 
tho bout position to conuider 
local cond itione and ~!feet 
prope r as r.wsamHn t of minurnl 
property. 

No 

l>quit.nbly since J 'J ~ 7 

No 

No 

County C 

1954 

10 % of actual market value 

Only the surface of mineral 
lands 

Date unknown 

Methods unknown 

No 

No 

County land book 

Annual report of mining 
operations showing acreage 
actually mined during the 
preceding year 

Mineral property is divided 
as follows: under development, 
Zone I , acreage mined during 
the preceding year; not under 
development, Zone II--100 acres 
next adjacent to Zone I, Zone 
III--100 acres next adjacent to 
Zone II, all other mineral 
acreage including that mined 
out in prior years 

Under develepment, Zone I, flat 
rate of $400 per acre; not 
under development, Zones II 
and III--oet in the sa&e 
manner as ordinary real estate 
evaluations. Exhausted mineral 
landa are evaluated at & 
special rate of $1 per acre. 

Commissioner of the revenue 
has no knowledge of ~ 
recent challenges. 
Dioagreemonte are usually 
worked out informally by 
the commi:oaioner of the 
revenus and the owner. 

Mineral property is not 
accurately aseeeaed because 
no a.llowanco is mnde under 
tho pr6eunt. sys t em for 
economic f actors affecting 
tho value of 1ninaral 
proparty 

3omo '"" t lio<.l ~hould bo devised 
wt 1eruby o conom1c factors r:o.ay 
bn conoidurod when u.tJ t:i&suing 
min<' rill llUldt'1 and rainera.le .. 
Thu rlut rate U~i:Jd in mine rt.ll 
1 •f"OJ Jnrty HUhuauroon t. u ahould 
l>o fJlim\.nnt.o<L 

Yon 

lnoqu1 tnJ.,ly; mtn.or9-l p1'0purty 
ohuuld u hn NJ t.o It P,.rtH1. te r 
"xte~n t 

'(orq Jt y 1ul d or tlrtvflro.nce tax 
wotald u I tm1 rv.t t.o Lh6 prohltsiTlll 
tuh_,,.,,.t, ln lho l.tp} il'.U.iou.l of 
mluor·,a.J l•t·uporty 

Answer 

County D 

1957 

20 % of actual market value 

Only t he surface of mineral 
lands 

Date unknown 

Methods unknown 

No 

No 

County land book 

Annual report of mining 
operations showir.g acreage 
or tonnage actually mined 
during the preceding year. 
If tonnage of production is 
reported it is converted 
into acreage for use in 
assessment. 

Mineral property is divided 
as follows: under development, 
Zone I, acreage mined during 
the preceding year; not under 
development, Zone II--acreage 
immediately surrounding Zone I 
and not exceeding ten times 
the area of Zone I, Zone III-
acreage immediately surrounding 
Zone II and not exceeding ten 
times the area or Zone I, 
Zone IV--all other mineral 
acreage vhich is known as back 
land, Zone V-acreage mined 
out in prior years 

Under development, Zone I, 
ranges between $200 and $700 
per acre depending on economic 
racters such as lecation, 
thickness of the seam, etc; 
not under developaent, Zone 
II-20 % of the evaluation or 
Zone I, Zone III--7 % of the 
evaluation or Zone 1, Zone IV--
according to val \Ill, Zone V--
$1 per acre. 

Commissioner of the revenue 
has no knowledge of any 
recent challenges. 
Disagreements are usually 
worked out informally by 
the conwiss1oner of the 
revenue and the oWI'1er. 

As11oasment is fl.irly 
accurate under the present 
syetem 

·n1e present zoning system 
might be simplified in order 
t o eli minat e excessive 
clerical worlc 

Ine4uitably; mineral property 
ah9Uld share to a ll r ea ter 
ext•mt 

'lea; generally 1I1 favor of a 
yittld or sqverru1ce tax, but 
recognition mu" t b'' given to 
the probltlma th at 1nir.h t arise 
frQm fluctuating income 
r euulting from vari,.t1ons in 
t htt l uvel of rnineral 
pro•luc tion 

Yela; bu L "uch 11. tax might urovo 
compllcuted to wlro1nioter 

County E 

1955 

8-1/ 2 % of actual market value 

Only the surface of mineral 
lands 

I.Jate unknown 

Methods unknown 

No 

No 

County land book 

Annual report of mining 
operations showing acreage 
actually mined during the 
precedine year 

Mineral property is divided 
as followe: under development, 
acreage mined during the 
preceding year; not under 
development, all other mineral 
acreage including that mined 
out in prior years 

Under deY&lopment, flat rate 
of $500 per acre; not under 
development, flat rate or 
$100 per acre 

No chall~ges have been made 
since th~ present commiftsioner 
of the revenue took office. 
Disagreements are us~ 
worked out informally b7 
the commis31oner or the 
revenue and the owner. 

Mineral property ia not 
assessed very accuratel7 
beca~;,se no allowance ie made 
for Pconomic factors affecting 
t he value of mineral 
property. A problem sxiate 
in defining what properly 
cons titutes ~tneral property. 

A state agency is needed to 
assume the responsibility for 
asoessing mineral property 
because elected offi cials are 
subject to lo~al political 
pr essures and do not have the 
technical knowledge required 
for =king accurate apJ.r aisala 
of mineral property 

J,;quitaiJly 

Yea; ~;enorally in favor of 
ouch a tu.x. 

Y0a ; ~ :t~m ..., r· l\1 ly ln fuvo r o! 
8UOh 11 t iJ.X 

County F 

1955 

15 % of actual market value 
of l and and 7-1/2 % of actual 
market value or improv~nta 

Only the surface of mineral 
lands 

Date unknOtm 

Methods unlmown 

No 

No 

County land book 

No report required 

Mineral property is divided 
as followe: under development, 
the total acreage of any tract, 
the whole or portion of which 
was mined during the preceding 
year; not under development, 
all other mineral acreage 
including that mined out in 
prior years. In this countr 
the opening of any mining 
operation, no mat~er What s~ze, 
places the total acreage 
contained within the mineral 
tract in the under 
development classification. 

Under development, old land 
boolc values are carried over 
from year to 7"&r and the 
evaluation ia based on & 
rata or .30 % or tha land 
book value for land ard 15 % 
of the land book value for 
iaprovaaents; not under 
developD811t, se.me as r or 
under development 
classification 

No challenges have been made 
eince the present cOIIII!lieaioner 
or the revenue took office. 

Mineral property is poorly 
aas es5ed since no accurate 
estimates of county mineral 
property valuos ""' 
available for use by the 
co~nissioner of the revenue 

A state agency should take an 
active role in the lleaes=ent 
of mineral property b~cauae 
of the inability of local 
officials to deal with 
technical problemo asoocinted 
with mineral property 
assessment 

Yee 

hqu1tabl,y 

'lea; generally in favor of a 
yield or severance tax 
becauee of the eaee of 
adminiotration associated 
with nuch a lovy 

-------- - ----. ~-------------~------------------------------



CHART II 

Summarz 2£ Assessment Data Obtained ~ Three Representatives 2f Mining Companies 

Qu&stion 

l. In which counties does your com~any maintain interests in 
mineral property? 

2. What information concerning company operations or holdings 
is required by the commissioner of the revenue f or purposes 
of mineral property assessment? 

3. What are the sources of the information required by the 
commissioner of the revenu~? 

4. Do commissioners of the revenue accept t his information as 
being accurate or do they make first-hand observations of 
company property in an effort to obtain additional 
assessment information? 

5. Other than providing the information referred to above, 
does your company have an additional role in the mineral 
assessment procedure? 

6. How often are county mineral assessments challenged by 
your company? 

7. How equitably do you believe mineral lands and minerals 
are assessed in the counties in which your comr-·any 
maintains mineral interests? 

8. What suggestions have you to make which might be utilized 
in the improvement of the mineral property assessment 
procedure? 

9. Would you be in favor of allowing a state agency to take 
an active role in the assessment of mineral lands and 
minerals? 

10. How equitable do you believe company mineral property shares 
in the over-all tax burden of the counties in which your 
company maintains mineral interests? 

11. Would you be in favor of the adoption o! a yield or 
severance tax based on either quantity or value of mineral 
production as a possible source of local revenue? 

12. Would you be in favor of adopting a syst~n of taxation 
based on gross or net income derived from mining 
operations ? 

Company A 

County A 

Annual report of mining 
operations showing acreage 
mined during the preceding 
year. This figure is used in 
determining which property is 
shown in the under 
development classification. 

Company engineering department 
prepares estimates of acreage 
mined during the preceding year 
based on survey reports, mine 
maps, and similar information 

Commissioner accepts information 
supplied by the company and 
seldom makes any first-hand 
observations 

No 

No recent challenges. Informal 
discussions usually resolve any 
differences of opinion 
concerning assessment. 

While some discrepancies do 
exist the over-all assessment of 
mineral property in County A is 
equitahle 

Assessments should be equalized 
among the several magisterial 
districts of the county 

Yes; if expert assistance were 
made available on an advisor,y 
basis only 

Equitably; mineral property pays 
a fair share of the tax in 
County A 

Yes; a yield or severance tax 
is not objectionable as long 
as it does not add to the 
existing tax burden 

No opinion 

Answer 

Company B 

County D 

Annual report of mining 
operations showing acreage 
mined during the preceding 
year. This figure is used in 
determining which property is 
shown in the under 
development classification. 

Company official prepares an 
estimate of acreage mined 
during the preceding year 
based on production figures, 
engineering surveys, and 
similar information, The 
estimate is adjusted in 
determining what the company 
considers to be a ~afr 
contribution to local revenue. 

Commissioner accepts information 
supplied by the company as 
factual 

No 

No recent challenges, Informal 
discussions usually resolve any 
differences of opinion 
concerning assessment. 

The zoning system utilized 
in County D is considered 
equitable but the over-all 
evaluation of mineral property 
is somewhat excessive, since 
not all acreage classified as 
mineral property is 
economically exploitable 

... 

The assessment system should 
be modified in order to take 
into consideration the economic 
potential of mineral acreage 

No 

Equitably; mineral property pays 
a fair share of the tax in 
County D 

No 

No opinion 

Company C 

Counties B, C, D, E 

Annual report of mining 
operations showing acreage 
mined during the preceding 
year. This figure is used in 
determining which property is 
shown in the under 
development classification. 

Company eneineering department 
prepares estimates of acreage 
mined during the preceding 
year based on survey reports~ 
mine maps, and similar 
information 

Commissioners accept information 
supplied by the company and 
seldom make any first-hand 
observations. Commissioners, 
however, assist the company in 
verifying certain information 
contained in the annual reports. 

No 

No recent challenges. Informal 
discussions usually resolve any 
differences of opinion 
concerning assessment. 

Over-all, mineral properties 
are assessed at a fair level. 
Assessments are excessive in 
cases where economically 
unexploitable mineral 
acreage is subjected to tho 
same level of assessment as 
exploitable mineral property. 
Also, mineral property that is 
unworked !or long periods of 
time should not be assessed 
at a high rate. 

Some provision should be made 
in the system for varying 
valuations of mineral property 
so that they more accurately 
reflect the economic conditions 
associated with that property. 
Barring better distribution of 
values a system of geographic 
zoning might be employed in the 
assessment of mineral prope~. 
A standardized system of 
assessment wpuld be beneficial 
to companies having extensin 
mineral operations such as 
County C. Such a system might 
be patterned after that 
utilized in County C. 

Yes; if expert assistance were 
made available on an advisory 
basis only 

Equitably; mineral property pays 
a fair share of the tax in 
Counties B, C, D, and Eo 

Yes; the present method of 
classifying mineral acreage . 
actually mined during a year as 
under development is in effect 
a form of yield tax and is 
considersd as a desirable method 
of taxation 

No opinion 


